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(iii) ABSTRACT 

The municipal ombud is a relatively new concept in South Africa and only two municipal ombud offices 

currently operate within the country. I While there is a growing body of literature on the organisational 

ombud, as well as established works on various classical ombud, the practice of 'ombudsing' within local 

government currently enjoys no consistent or comprehensive theoretical foundation, particularly in 

relation to the required structure or processes, institutional support systems, or legal frameworks for the 

effective or optimal operation of an institution of this nature. 

The ombud at the local level calls for a hybrid approach2 to the ombud practice, and further requires 

particular arrangements to ensure the independence and credibility of the institution. This paper explores 

some of these critical factors required for the effective operation of an ombud, such as its 'independence' 

and 'credibility'. Linked to these factors, are aspects relating to the ombud's 'accountability'. Whereas 

the office has to ensure organisational accountability to the public, it also has to report to the host 

organisation. The result is a form of dual accountability, which means that the office needs to optimise its 

credibility and legitimacy both in the public realm, and within the host organisation. 

This dissertation argues that while such paradoxes are not uncommon to oversight institutions, numerous 

problems arise as a result of the lack of a clear and coherent approach, and the lack of understanding of 

the basic requirements for the ombud's effective or optimal functioning. 

One of the challenges to developing sound theories and approaches is that, while there is growmg 

agreement on the need for a hybrid approach to the ombud practice specific to municipal authorities, 

there is no uncontested ideas on a 'hybrid approach' for municipal ombudsing; neither are there existing 

guidelines on what balance should be struck between the classical and organisational ombuds in order to 

generate an appropriate or effective synthesis of these two forms of the institution. 

This paper considers current approaches to the establishment of the local level ombud practice with 

specific reference to the municipal ombud office in Cape Town, South Africa. The paper examines the 

1 There is currently a debate, both nationally and internationally. on whether to use the term "ombudsman" or "em bud" to refer to the institution that is the subject of this study. This 

debate emanates from the contention that although the word is Scandinavian in origin, in English it is seen as a gender exclusive term Language and the use of words is a 

powerful mechanism to entrench unequal power relations and gender discrimination in society However, the researcher applies the gender neutral term 'embud', which denotes 

'a government official or representative that investigates citizens' complaints against the govemment and its functionaries' In referring to the case study, the researcher applies 

the term currently used by the institution of study, I.e. The Ombudsman's Office 

2 This approach entails a mixture of form and operation of the classical and organisational ombuds 
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macrostructure of the Cape Town municipal ombud office, and takes a critical look at aspects of its 

microstructure pertinent to its operation and success. 

In assessmg whether the ombud is operating effectively, the study includes an examination of the 

ombud's current impact, and an assessment of whether its methods, approach and objectives allow for the 

address of the needs of its intended beneficiaries.3 It is hoped that the lessons learned may assist in 

expanding the knowledge base and understanding of the basic requirements for the successful 

establishment of the municipal ombud. 

The complex relationship between the state and society often lead to problems that occur either on 

political or administrative levels. These problems may lead to dissatisfaction or grievance, and the litmus 

test of our democracy may be the ability of citizens to challenge injustices freely, with the guarantee that 

their grievances will be attended to in a fair, just and earnest manner. Further, where they anse, 

appropriate measures should exist that provide for just and fair recourse. 

Accountability, civil liberty and citizen human rights are crucial to the survival of any democracy. This 

paper critically investigates some of the measures aimed at facilitating and supporting these objectives, 

with particular reference to the local level. 

3 The beneficiaries of the ombud's services, if one considers its current function, mission and vision, is primarily the citizens residing within the municipality of the City of Cape 

Town 
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5 Fairouz Nagia-Luddy, 2008; Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith in W Parsons, Public Policy. (Cheltenham, Cheltenham Publishers, 1995),41 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction: General Overview of the Study 

The promotion of the respect for human rights is a central aspect of democracy. It is argued that the 

global debate on democratisation and human rights can be enhanced through a focus on institutions aimed 

at upholding these that operate at the local, national and international levels.6 With this in mind, this 

chapter explores the tools for democratisation and human rights at the local level. 

Despite the growing strength of the human rights movement, there is still a wide gap between the 

articulation of democracy and the global principles of human rights, and their application in the majority 

of national public institutional settings.7 The causes of this problem may be analysed fromvarious 

perspectives and ideologies. It is posited that the underlying factor inhibiting the institutional articulation 

of human rights and democracy is the nature of the state bureaucracy, and the tendency of incorporating 

highly centralised and often personalised measures of control within state institutions.8 Further, the line 

functions of state bureaucracies depend on the dictates of senior managing officials and legislation, the 

latter of which is often outdated and out of sync with the rapidly changing demands of a democratic 

society. 

Of relevance to the above trajectory is the observation that a large number of countries that have 

attempted to move toward democracy have suffered a serious crisis of governance.9 It has further been 

argued that this crisis has been underpinned by the lack of a stable and efficient public sector. Following 

this, it is argued that without a stable and efficient public sector that enjoys the confidence of the local 

population, it is virtually impossible to uphold democracy. The focus is thus turned towards the roles of 

democratic institutions such as the ombud in creating an enabling environment for democracy and human 

rights. 

Since the adoption of its Constitution in 1996, South Africa has attempted to restructure and realign the 

state and its institutions to embody a people-centered government with a strong human rights approach. 

6 "Democracy, Governance and Human Rights", Web page introduction to research done by the United Nations Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD) in 2000 -

2005. Available at <http://wwoN.unrisd .org/80256B3C005BB 128/(httpProgrammeAreasForResearchHomeOther)/7E49CBA637292F6EB0256B48003D1 C81 ?OpenDocument > 

[Accessed on 01 June 2008) 

7 UNRISD, 2008 

8 These approaches often characterise African bureaucracies See Goran Hyden, Dele Olowu and Hastings Okoth-Ogendo (Eds) African Perspectives on Governance. (First 

Printing: Eritrea, 2000) 

9 UNRISD, 2008 
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Integral to the elevation of human rights, is an understanding of the institutional and social systems that 

oppress and impact human rights; and how violations manifest themselves in communities and in the 

lives of citizens. It is only with this understanding that one can successfully address and attempt to 

prevent the issues that cause such violations. 

For the purposes of this study, maladministration is a violation of citizen rights, and is defined as the 

following: 

According to the Crossman Cataloguef(), it includes bias; neglect; inattention; delay; incompetence; 

inaptitude; perversity and arbitrariness. 

According to the Reid Catalogue, it incorporates rudeness; the unwillingness to treat the complainant as a 

person with rights; the refusal to answer reasonable questions; neglecting to inform the complainant of 

their rights or entitlement; knowingly giving misleading or inadequate advice; ignoring valid advice or 

over-ruling considerations which would give an uncomfortable result for the over-ruler; offering no 

redress or manifestly disproportionate redress; showing prejudice due to sex, race or any other grounds; 

omitting to notify individuals of their right of appeal or refusing to notify individuals of their right of 

appeal, who thereby lose their right of appeal; faulty procedures; failure of management to adequately 

monitor compliance with procedures; cavalier disregard of guidance which is intended to result in 

equitable treatment of service users; partiality and failure to mitigate the effect of the rigid adherence to 

the letter of the law where that produces manifestly inequitable treatment. II 

In addition to using the above in assessing complaints, the Ombudsman for the City of Cape Town also 

makes reference to existing policy and legislation that governs administrative action. This includes 

legislation that is grounded in a human rights approach. The elements that underpin the human rights 

approach in legislation are rooted in the Constitution itself. These legislative developments are driven by 

principles that, in essence, "put people first,,12. Central to this paper are the measures instituted to ensure 

the realisation of these principles, with a particular focus on local government. 

10 PCA Annual Report. 1993, cited in the Ombudsman Study Programme, Public Administration International (PAL Quebec, 2003) 

11 These definitions have been used as indicators of maladministration during investigations by the Ombudsman's Office for the City of Cape Town since their involvement in the 

study programme in 2003. 

12 The motto of the Ombudsman's Office for the City of Cape Town is "Putting People First. Putting Things Right" This resonates the Batho Pele principles, with 'Batho Pele' 

loosely being translated as "People First" 
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In the current dispensation, a growmg concern is that the concept and practice of oversight is being 

diluted as a result of political interference and political vested interests. While this observation is 

becoming increasingly apparent at all levels and branches of government, the scope of this paper is 

confined to examining the challenges to effective oversight at the local level. 

The municipal ombud institution is a novel concept, which has evolved from a need to promote citizens' 

rights at the coal-face of service delivery. Local government, from a service delivery perspective, is the 

first port of call and contact for citizens. 

From 2003 to 2005, the focus of the City of Cape Town ombud was to protect citizen's rights within the 

municipality. However, their approach shifted in 2006 to isolate and exclude the broader human rights 

emphasis from administrative procedure. With a narrowed focus on administrative justice, the mandate of 

the ombud was then seen to exclude human rights issues. 13 Among other things, this paper briefly 

discusses this approach of isolating the idea of administrative justice from the broader human rights 

discourse in the context of South African society, and specifically in the context of the City of Cape 

Town. 

In this study, the municipal ombud is analysed through, among other methods, a comparison with the 

national ombud. 14 Of critical importance are the legislative foundations ofthese institutions. Through this 

analysis, the paper explores the requirements for an adequate and appropriate legal framework for the 

support of a municipal ombud office. Central to the discussion is the role of legislation in establishing 

clear terms of reference and institutional mandates. Following the discussion, it is proposed that a lack of 

appropriate grounding legal frameworks inhibit the effective functioning of the municipal ombud 

institution. 

Various ideas on the ombud and the conventional practice of the institution are further scrutinised. It is 

hoped that the varying perspectives on the local practice may lead to the development of new approaches 

to the way in which the institution currently operates. 

The issues associated with political accountability, internal organisational dynamics and the ethical 

responsibilities toward the external public weave a tapestry of contradiction and paradox. Despite this, it 

13 Detailed information on the City Ombudsman's jurisdiction is available at < http://www.capetown.gov.za/ombudsman > 

14 While it should be noted that the municipal ombud requires a clearly unique frame of reference. there are however overlapping features that are common to oversight 

mechanism and bodies of an investigative nature 
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IS argued that the basic idea of the municipal ombud, if formulated clearly and distinctly, could 

potentially complement existing checks and balances, and enhance the realisation of the rights of local 

communities. The existing mechanisms for checking state power and monitoring the performance of 

government include the constitutionally mandated national oversight institutions as well as other 

mechanisms within municipalities, such as the local government Internal Audit Unit (lAU). These bodies 

have been legislatively established to prevent and address corruption and maladministration. 15 

Purpose and Objectives of the Study 

The purpose and objectives of the study include the following: 

1. To determine the criteria for effective municipal 'ombudsing'; 

H. To determine the threats to the effective operation of the municipal ombud in the South African 

context, and ways of overcoming these threats; 

lll. To explore opportunities to effectively establish the municipal ombud institution in the South 

African context, with particular reference to the municipal ombud for the City of Cape Town; 

IV. To ascertain the scope and need for a local government ombud institution when internal local 

government entities such as the Internal Audit Unit (lAU) and external entities such as the 

national Public Protector exist and have been legislatively established to prevent and address 

corruption and maladministration; and 

v. To contribute to the existing body of literature on the ombud. 

Key Research Questions 

The specific questions that this research paper set out to answer are the following: 

1. Is the Office of the City Ombudsman currently operating effectively? 

H. What are the obstacles to the effective operation of the municipal ombud? 

HI. What are possible solutions to these problems? 

15 The Internal Audit Unit of Local Government is provided for by the Municipal Systems Act 
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Hypotheses 

The concept of the ombud institution provides hope for accountability, responsiveness, and the protection 

of citizens' rights within the local municipal administration. 

However, the current reality is quite distanced from this notion. The institution faces a range of obstacles 

including the abandonment of its human rights approach and the limited understanding of 

institutionalising human rights in the context of critical social issues, such as pervasive inequalities in 

terms of class, race and gender, among other factors. These obstacles are further exacerbated by the 

municipal line-department's fears of taking on issues that are easily politicised, particularly in the highly 

volatile environment of South African local government. 

A further problem is a lack of clear strategies on how to identify violations, how to prevent such 

violations, and how to address these within the administration. This observation is directly linked to 

weaknesses and problems in the complaints handling process within the municipality subject to the study. 

Therefore, one of the major challenges, external to the ombud institution, lies in the need to re-organise 

complaints handling and response systems within the municipal bureaucratic administration, in order to 

reflect a commitment to resolving the issues brought forward by the municipal ombud and other oversight 

bodies. 

Further, the recruitment and retention of trained and appropriately skilled personnel pose fundamental 

challenges to the institution in terms of maintaining its credibility and effect. Ultimately, the provision of 

appropriate legislative frameworks that provide for the durability and credibility of the institution, clear 

mandates and appropriate jurisdiction, are key to enhancing the effectiveness of the municipal ombud 

institution. 

Definitions and Operationalisation of Key Concepts 

Key indicators for the effectiveness of the municipal ombud institution include their "independence" and 

"accountability". In relation to both concepts, there are various conceptual tensions that impact the 

municipal ombud institution. The municipal ombud is viewed as an organisational ombud. As an 

organisational ombud, certain codes apply that delineate how the institution should conduct itself. 

Included in this code, is that even though the organisational ombud should look at issues objectively, as a 
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part of the organisation, and directly accountable to the organisation, it may not commit any acts which 

may be to the disbenefit of the organisation, or which may be costly for the organisation. 

Further, as an office within, and very much part of, a larger organisation, members have to ensure that all 

organisational protocols are observed and respected. This requirement for the ombud to comply with 

internal organisational and bureaucratic processes arguably impacts the outcomes of the services rendered 

by the municipal ombud, and additionally impacts critical outcomes such as the ombud's credibility, 

legitimacy and independence. 

The discussion on the local municipal ombud is located in the broader discussion on national Chapter 

Nine institutions 1 
6. The local ombud has been initially modeled according to the national ombud, the 

Public Protector, and it is asserted that the challenges faced by the national ombud and other Chapter 

Nines are similarly faced by the Ombudsman for the City of Cape Town and other local institutions of 

oversight. These common challenges are argued to be underpinned by the nature of state bureaucratic 

institutions and systems of authority. The following section highlights the institutional commonalities 

among these bodies, and explores avenues and opportunities for their address at the local level. Key 

concepts examined include notions of "democracy", "independence" and "accountability". 

One of the most common points of emphasis is that ombud institutions, whether municipal or national, 

should operate without prejudice, favour or fear of interference from organisational, departmental or state 

bodies. Political interference is not uncommon in local government. This is a problem mainly due to the 

proximity of political and administrative branches within municipalities, and state institutions generally. 

Political decisions further affect the budget, structure, powers, jurisdiction and position of the ombud 

within the broader organisational framework. These render the municipal ombud vulnerable to 

interference and ultimately impact the ombud's independence. 

A solution posed to these problems is the development of an appropriate and empowering legislative 

framework for the ombud that makes provision for the allocation of adequate powers and resources. This, 

however, is argued to be a necessary but not sufficient requirement for the effective operation of 

municipal ombud institutions. In other words, there are other key requirements for such effectiveness, and 

an empowering legislative framework, even in the form of a by-law that entrenches the office within the 

16 Chapter Nine institutions are those included in Chapter Nine of the Constitution of South Africa of 1996, and include the Public Protector, Human Rights Commission, 

Commission on Gender Equality, etc. 
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municipal institution, will not secure the effective operation of the office on its own. Political will 

delineates the explicit or implicit conscious and deliberate choice of action of the political leadership.17 

Political will is key to the effective functioning of any government institution. Therefore, of relevance to 

this study is the political will behind establishing the office effectively. In the context of this study, 

political will entails the will of the administrative executive (the City Manager and Executive Directors) 

and the Council of the municipality to make adequate legislative and resource-related provisions for the 

ombud office that will guarantee the ombud's independence and credibility, while additionally providing 

adequate and appropriate political and administrative support for its effective operation. 

A Comparative Look at National Oversight Bodies: Chapter Nine Institutions and 

the Local Ombud 

Our institutions of national state oversight are established by Chapter Nine of the Constitution of South 

Africa of 1996. The main purpose of these independent institutions is to strengthen constitutional 

democracy in South Africa. "They are subject on~v to the Constitution and the law, and they must be 

impartial and must exercise their powers and perform their functions without fear, favour or 

prejudice". 18 The provision that these bodies are subordinate to the Constitution only is intended to 

ensure the impartiality and independence ofthese Chapter Nines. Whether this occurs in practice or not is 

debatable. 

While the municipal ombud is intended to similarly strengthen constitutional democracy, and is expected 

to operate impartially and without fear, favour or prejudice, they are currently however, subject to the 

organisation in terms of its powers, form and function. It is obvious thus, that certain tensions would arise 

with particular implications for the local ombud' s independence. Reif and others 19 however, posit that the 

position of the organisational ombud strategically allows for the exertion of 'influence' over the outcomes 

of matters that arise in favour of the complainant. 20 There seems to be an implicit 'negotiation' of powers 

and abilities by the ombud in respect of their interaction with the organisation. It is argued that this 

approach may impact the credibility of the ombud office in the public eye, particularly where an 

'amicable conclusion' translates into the maintenance of the status quo. 

17 'Will' is defined as 'the facutty of conscious and deliberate choice of action', in The New Collins Concise Dictionary: 1984 

18 Institute for Democracy in Soutll Africa (IDASA), "FAQ Topics" [ElectroniC] Available at <http://wwwidasa.org za/index.asp?page=faqs_details asp%3FRID%3D76 > [Accessed 

on 01 June 2008] 

192004 

20 Linda Reif, "The Ombudsman, Good Governance and the International Human Rights System" (Leiden & Boston, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2000). Re~, Also in The 

Ombudsman Association, Lecture Series (USA, 2004) 
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Murray expands on the constitutional provisions and emphasis on the independence of Chapter Nine 

institutions. According to her, 'the first section of Chapter Nine asserts the independence of these 

institutions in strong terms.'21 It states that: 

..... Other organs of state, through legislative and other measures, must assist and protect these 

institutions to ensure the independence, impartiality, dignity and effectiveness of these institutions. No 

person or organ of state may interfere with thefunctioning of these institutions." 22 

These provisions place an onus on the legislative organs of the state to produce legislation that provides 

for the independence, impartiality and effectiveness of Chapter Nine bodies, and has resulted in the 

promulgation of the Public Protector Act, and the Human Rights Commission Act, for example, that 

upholds the intention of the Constitutional provisions mentioned. 

Broad national frameworks, such as the Municipal Systems Act, have been promulgated to support the 

establishment of independent, impartial and effective mechanisms of oversight. However, these 

frameworks, while supporting the legal establishment of institutions such as a municipal ombud, have not 

led to the promulgation of legislation specific to the municipal ombud within local government. In fact, 

there seems to be a denial that such support exists.23 

Murray identifies SIX constitutionally established independent state institutions that support our 

constitutional democracy. They are the Public Protector (or the national ombud), the South African 

Human Rights Commission (HRC), the Commission for the Promotion and Protection of the Rights of 

Cultural, Religious and Linguistic Communities (the CRL Commission), the Commission for Gender 

Equality (CGE), the Auditor-General and the Independent Electoral Commission.24 The Public Protector 

is the most relevant institution for the purposes of this study. Murray draws together the commonalities 

between the distinct Chapter Nine institutions. These commonalities converge in the mutual roles of these 

21 Christina Murray, "What Is the Role Of South Africa's Chapter 9 Institutions? " (2006) [ElectroniC] Available at <http://www.puk.ac.za/opencms/exporVPUKlhtmllfakulteite/ 

regte/perftssues/2006_2_Murray_art.pdf> [Accessed on 15 June 2008] . 1-2 . Christina Murray is Professor of Constitutional Law and Human Rights at the University of Cape 

Town 

22 Murray, 1-2; Also in Chapter Nine of the Constitution of South Africa of 1996 

23 Anecdotal evidence as provided in interviews with various City Staff, largely at top and middle management levels 

24 Murray, 1 
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institutions that intend to check government and to contribute to transformation. 25 Three features are 

distinguished in terms of the above. They are: 

1. Although Chapter Nine institutions are state institutions, they are located outside government, 

and are not "a branch of government"; 

11. Similar to the courts, they are expected to be independent and impartial; and 

111. To varying degrees, they are "'intermediary institutions"', providing a link between people on 

the one hand and the executive and legislative branches of government on the other. 26 

The importance of institutions which can serve as intermediaries between the people and government in a 

young democracy in which many people are impoverished and have limited access, if any, to services and 

no contact with politicians has been stressed by a number of authors, including Murray.27 

According to Murray, Chapter Nines are intended both to check government by enhancing its 

accountability and to contribute to the constitutional project of transformation. She is of the view that the 

appropriate emphasis on transformation and checking government varies from institution to institution, 

but both responsibilities are posited to fall within the ambit of Chapter Nines. 28 These roles are viewed to 

be in alignment to the overall constitutional commitment to limited government and transformation. 

Murray further observes that 'in liberal democratic constitutions like ours, checks and balances on 

government take many forms.' 29 

Murray observes that the traditional checks and balances intended to control government and the use of 

power have developed over centuries. However, she asserts they have not always been effective. She 

argues that 'this problem is exacerbated in systems like that in South Africa, in which one party 

dominates and under an electoral system in which accountability to citizens is easily perceived as less 

important than accountability to party structures.' 30 

25 Murray. 1-2 

26 Murray, 2 

27 Murray, 7 

28 Murray, 7 

29 Murray, 8 

30 Murray, 8·10 
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It is important to note that even within such a system of separation of powers, the checking role of 

Chapter Nines is, however, different from the checking role one branch of government exercises over 

another in a system of separation of powers. As previously highlighted, Chapter Nine institutions are not 

a branch of government, and therefore do not have governmental power. Murray adequately makes the 

point when she states that: 

.. Unlike the courts, they cannot conclusively declare government action to be unconstitutional or 

illegal; unlike Parliament, they cannot legally enforce resignation upon the executive; and unlike the 

executive, they cannot exert direct control over the legal system bJ' selecting our top judges, or 

control the implementation of policy by managing budgets and processes. They further cannot order 

executive action and cannot penalise unconstitutional behaviour. ,,31 

While the municipal ombud is aimed at providing checks to municipalities, they are located within these 

municipalities, and at the same time are expected to operate independently and impartially. They are 

viewed as intermediaries, and are even described as being 'conduits' of complaints to the municipality. 32 

While the former implies an active role in complaints resolution, the latter, however implies a tacit and 

passive role in the complaints process. Further, in the latter instance, the ability and clout of the municipal 

organisational ombud as a protector of citizens' rights are seriously put to question. If this view is 

accepted, it becomes possible to mark the processes through which the national classical ombud concept 

becomes diluted in the local organisational form of the practice. 

While the reasons for such dilution as cited above are systemic, common causes for the dilution of both 

national classical and local organisational forms of the ombud are located in the politics that underpin 

state authority and bureaucracy. 

In expanding on the independence and impartiality of Chapter Nines, Murray asserts that they should not 

only operate outside of government, but that they should also operate outside of partisan politics and be 

free from interference by other organs of state.33 According to her, 'the Constitution asserts their 

independence in strong terms, using language virtually identical to that used to declare the independence 

31 Murray, 8-10 

32 The Ombudsman Association, Lecture Series (USA, 2004) 

33 Murray, 5-6 
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of the courts.' 34 She draws on a crucial point in tenns of ensuring the independence and impartiality of 

Chapter Nines, and asserts that 'independence and impartiality cannot be created by declarations.' 35 

According to her: 

"To secure their independence. the selection o.[people to office under Chapter Nine ... must be made 

by a special majority in the [legislature (as the highest decision making body in the country)] and 

their dismissal likewise requires a special majority [within the legislature]. .. 36 

This is viewed as a common device for ensuring that Chapter Nine officials command broad political 

support and are not merely the "cronies" of the governing party. Further, this also ensures that their work 

is credible to all parties and is not seen as partisan, either to political parties, or to the govemment 

structures.37 In the context of local government, the above translates into the requirement for the 

provision that decisions taken on the municipal ombud, including that of selection to office, dismissal, 

jurisdictional issues, etc, should be taken by a special majority of the full municipal Council. 

In local government, the restructuring ofthe municipality and all constituent departments usually follow a 

change in dispensation. The municipal ombud office is regarded as a department within the municipality. 

In the absence of legislation that distinguishes it as an independent institution, the municipal ombud 

usually undergoes similar changes to its micro- and macro-constitution and structure. Not only is this 

volatility an obstacle to its credibility but it is also problematic to establishing an effective and consistent 

service to the public. Murray is of the view that the Constitution intends to depoliticise the issues that 

Chapter Nines deal with, by attempting to secure their independence and by locating them outside 

government.38 This approach should arguably be replicated at the local level. Murray further expands on 

the role of Chapter Nines as intennediaries: 

"Chapter Nines .. .provide a different opportunity for public participation in public life to that provided 

in political processes. Located between citizens and the government. they provide a way in which the 

needs of citizens can be articulated outside the loaded environment 0.[ party politics ... 39 

34 Murray, 5-6 

35 Murray, 5-6 

36 Murray, 6 

37 Murray, 5-6 

38 Murray, 6 

39 Murray, 7 
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In respect of the above, the benefits of the organisational ombud as an 'inside outsider' is particularly 

noteworthy. The organisational ombud provides the opportunity to closely monitor whether the needs of 

communities, as expressed through complaints and processes such as the Integrated Development Plans 

(lOP) and budget planning, are reflected in thc organisations plans for implementation. Such 

interventions do not form part of the traditional operation of the national Public Protector and offers a 

niche for the local ombud that is focused, proactive and much needed. 

In respect of the intermediary role of Chapter Nines, Murray asserts that 'if the Chapter Nines are truly 

independent, they can provide a reliable voice for people, unburdened by the political exigencies of the 

day or vested interests.' This provision is particularly important for local government, where the 

boundaries between the political and administrative sphcres are often quite blurred. The underlying 

importance of the intermediary role of oversight bodies is that this potential link to the people enables the 

fulfillment of the dual roles of checking government and contributing to the programme of transformation 

to which the Constitution commits us.40 However, in the instance ofthe municipal ombud, it is important 

to make the distinction between being and intermediary, and being a conduit of complaints. 

40 Murray, 6·7 
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THE PUBLIC REALM 

1. Public participation and access 
to state information; 
2. Public Scrutiny of Chapter 9 
reports on State performance; 
3. Reports on the outcomes of 
investigations in terms of citizen 
complaints concerning state action 

Reports on 

The Legislature: 
The elected representatives that makes the laws of the country, comprising 
the National Assembly and National Council of Provinces 

-;"l President I 
~--------------~ 

M Deputy President 

Ministers: 
(26 Portfolios) 

I 
The Executive 

Makes policy in the best interests of its 
citizens and in terms of the Constitution. 
They are empowered to implement 
legislation, develop and implement policy, 
direct and co-ordinate the work of the 
government departments, prepare and Chapter Nine Institutions: 

~ Executive The Scope of Chapter Nine 
oversight extends to the 
Executive Branch of the 
State, and includes all 
spheres of government, l.e. 
National, Provincial and 
Local Government 
(Municipalities) 

initiate legislation and perform other functions 
as called for by the Constitution or legislation. 

1. The Public Protector; 
2. South African Human Rights 

Commission; 
3. Commission on Gender Equality; 
4. Auditor General; 
5. Commission for the Promotion and 

Protection of the Rights of Cultural, 
Religious and Linguistic Communities 

State 
Performance 

Chapter Nines ensure that 
processes are in accordance 
to Constitutional and other 

The Executives cannot pass laws, however, 
but may propose to the Legislature new laws 
and chanqes to existinq laws. 

Diagram 1. Representation of the relationship 
between Chapter nines, state organs and members of 
the public. 
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In summary, the check that Chapter Nines provide on the exercise of government power is not through 

compulsion, direction or power. Rather, they check government power by providing a legitimate and 

authoritative account of government's action and performance, which can be used by citizens and the 

legislature in scrutinising government's performance. 41 

Linked to the securing of accountable government as discussed above, IS the distinction between 

enforceability and answerability. Accordingly, Reif states that: 

'''Answerability is ... the power given to an institution to ask "accountable actors" to give information 

on their decisions and to explain the facts and the reasons upon which these decisions are based, 

whereas the enforcement element of accountability is composed of punishment or other negative 

sanctions for inappropriate behaviour" '.42 

Under this distinction, Chapter Nine institutions do not have the power to enforce accountability, but can 

demand an account of what the state has done to remedy breaches of constitutionally defined parameters 

in state action. In other words, the state is answerable to the Chapter Nines.43 

Murray highlights the alternative way of understanding the accountability function of Chapter Nines. 

Attention is drawn to the mechanisms that they can use to control or check government. In respect of 

these, it is important to distinguish between enforcement and compliance. According to Reif: 

" 'If the focus is on compliance, it is possible to look not on(v at the effectiveness o.fmechanisms to 

obtain enforcement of the law (the "sticks" approach), but also at approaches or incentives that 

engender voluntmy conformity with the law (the "carrots" approach)." ,44 

Reif characterises the control that our Chapter Nines can apply to government as "cooperative control" as 

opposed to the "coercive control" of the courts. She expands on the distinction between "cooperative 

control" and "coercive control" in the following: 

41 Murray, 8-10 

42 Reijin Murray, 10-11 

43 Murray,10-11 

44 Reij, Hertogh and Oosting in Murray, 11 
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. "Cooperative control is facilitative and proactive, using advice and persuasion, wherein the actors 

confer and dialogue to fly to obtain the desired result and change behaviour. In contrast, coercive 

control is reactive, and control is imposed by unilateral decision. " .45 

By way of example, Murray introduces various other elements considered as crucial to the credibility of 

Chapter nines. Murray expands on the modus operandi of the Auditor-General: 

"When the Auditor-General audits government's annual financial statements he (or she) provides a 

professional appraisal of government's spending against the budget agreed to by Parliament at the 

beginning of the financial year. In so doing he provides Parliament and the public with an independent 

account of the government's behaviour. However, the A uditor-General has no power to act on .findings of 

.financial mismanagement or unauthorised spending. That power is vested in Parliament. 

The Auditor-General 's authority lies in his power to get information and the credibility of his reports. The 

credibility of the reports in turn lies both in the quality and professionalism of the work of the Auditor

General's office and in the legitimacy of the office as an independent constitutional institution. 

The issues of professionalism, credibility and legitimacy are key to the success of oversight bodies that 

operate by recommendation, rather than compulsion or enforcement. The higher the level of 

professionalism, the higher the credibility and legitimacy in terms of the perceptions on the ombud. 

Ultimately, theforce of the Auditor-General, as with other Chapter Nines, and as should be the case with 

all otherforms of oversight as institutions that contribute to accountable government, lies in influence, not 

. fi I " 46 In orma power. 

However, Murray highlights a very important point when she states that 'the effectiveness of these "soft" 

accountability mechanisms is not guaranteed by constitutional declarations of their independence and 

impartiality, special appointment processes or security of tenure,.47 According to her, this is particularly 

the case in a regime of one-party dominance, where the governing party can choose or dismiss the 

incumbents of the Chapter Nine institutions without having to secure inter-party support or endorsement 

for these decisions. According to Murray, 'in such circumstances, the challenge the individuals in office 

45 Re~ in Murray, 11 

46 Murray, 11 

47 Murray, 11-12 
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under Chapter Nine face to establish their credibility and to fulfill their responsibilities effectively, IS 

formidable. ,4X 

Murray reflects on the specific and interrelated challenges to our constitutional democracy, and expands 

on the roles of Chapter Nines in mitigating and remedying these challenges. According to Murray, ours is 

a 'young and impressionable democracy' and our understanding of what constitutional democracy and the 

rule oflaw means 'is still developing'. 49 

By virtue of their location outside of government, and with their constitutional legitimacy, the Chapter 

Nines are viewed to have an opportunity to enhance the publics and states understanding of what 

constitutional democracy means. 50 

While South Africa is a one-party dominant state, Murray asserts that such 'dominance is not illegitimate'. 

While she describes the situation as 'a reflection of the ANC's success in government', she also cautions 

on the danger of the party coming to 'feel that it owns the system and pays limited attention to opposition 

or even the voters'. The role of Chapter Nines as intermediary institutions that offer citizens an 

opportunity to express their needs and concerns playa role in counter-balancing this threat. Murray further 

suggests that 'Chapter Nines can also demonstrate the compatibility of constructive debate with 

government within the programme of transformation and nation-building'. 51 

An important point to mention, as Murray categorically states, is that 'the challenges that constitutional 

democracy in South Africa faces are challenges for the Chapter Nine institutions too'. Some of these 

challenges include that 'they are still finding their feet and developing their understandings of their roles'. 

A comparison to other South African institutions is drawn in that they similarly 'struggle with limited 

resources'. Furthermore, one-party dominance weakens the impact of the institutions that ought to place a 

check on state functioning. These bodies could easily be held to ransom through processes that govern 

their financing, appointment and tenure. The super-imposition of the will of the dominant party over these 

bodies would inevitably be 'legitimised' through their claim that popular will and support underpin their 

actions. 52 

48 Murray, 12-13 

49 Murray, 12-13 

50 Murray, 20-21 

51 Murray, 20-21 

52 Murray, 20-21 
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Another noteworthy challenge is that 'the dominance of the ANC. .. implicitly challenges the efforts of the 

Chapter Nines to create a space for critical debate outside government'. Murray points out that 

" ... the democratic legitimacy of the government is still firmly undelpinned by its liberation legitimacy. 

This is often taken to give it a monopoly on understanding the goals of transformation and makes it 

difficult to establish legitimate parallel voices ... " 53 

In addressing these challenges, Murray asserts that: 

" ... if the Chapter Nines are to fulfill their mandates and live up to the title [of]' "Institutions Supporting 

Constitutional Democracy"', they must open up a space for participation in public life outside 

government. Responsive and accountable government and an environment of tolerance and trust are 

essential ingredients of the constitutional democracy anticipated by the Constitution. The Chapter 

Nines are expected to contribute to building all these by what they do and how they do it ... " 54 

Accordingly, what is needed is Chapter Nines to be 'independent and rigorous in overseeing government, 

and relentless in pursuing transformation' .55 

In the case of local government, while municipalities are increasingly placed under pressure to transform 

and deliver on its mandated responsibilities on the one hand; on the other, there are growing problems 

associated with political instability, allegations of manifest and growing corruption and maladministration, 

the lack of service delivery, uninformed constituencies and widening inequality. These problems have not 

surfaced overnight. It is argued that required checks and balances need to be enhanced in order for these 

problems to be remedied. Internal mechanisms such as the municipal ombud presents an optimal support 

measure for the protection and promotion of citizens rights, not just for the local authorities, but for the 

existing bodies legislated and intended to secure the constitutional rights of all citizens. 

Chapter Nines can act as an early warning system to government for when issues are spiraling and when 

constitutional violations are imminent. They can hold government to account, and reassure the public 

when 'all is well and alerting it to problems when it is not' .56 Given the importance of the Chapter Nine 

53 Murray, 21 

54 Murray, 21 

55 Murray, 21 

56 Murray, 21 
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institutions, the effective perfonnance of such bodies ultimately lead to the realisation of citizen rights to 

the very basic level. The same principles apply to local level ombud institutions. 

The Development of the Ombud Institution 

The general principles and standards of the institution of the ombud, as practiced today, takes root in the 

traditional ombud practice established in Sweden almost two centuries ago.57 These principles and 

standards have been adopted and adapted by countries across Europe, and over the years spread to other 

regions such as the United States and relatively quite recently, to Africa. 

The ombud institution has been redefined and fonnalised by the international and continental umbrella 

bodies that represent the ombud institution and practice worldwide. There are two international bodies, 

which represent the two approaches to ombudsing. The International Ombudsman Institute (101) promotes 

and supports the development of the classical fonn of the ombud as per the common understanding of the 

practice, which takes root in the first Swedish ombud institution. The International Ombudsman 

Association represents, supports and promotes the organisational ombud practice. As the ombud 

institution subject to this study is a member of both bodies, they will briefly be discussed to provide 

insight into the international criteria and parameters within which the Cape Town municipal ombud 

operates. 

The International Ombudsman Institute (101), a worldwide organisation of ombud offices, is based in 

Canada and was established in 1978. Institutional members of the 101 are public sector, independent 

ombud offices located around the world. Specialised ombud offices and public human rights organisations 

can become Institutional members if they meet the specific criteria of the 101.58 

The purposes of 101 are, among other things: 

I. To promote the concept and institution of the Ombud and to encourage its development throughout 

the world; 

11. To promote regional participation In the activities of the Institute and to develop regional 

constituencies with a view to decentralising the activities of the Institute; 

57 Stacey, F Ombudsmen Compared. (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1978) See also Anderson, 1980; Gregory and Giddings, 2000 et al. 

58 Information on Membership criteria for the International Ombudsman Institute is available at <http://wwwlaw.ualberta ca/centres/ioilAbout-the-I.O.L1Concept-and

Organization php> 
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lll. To develop and operate programs enabling an exchange of information and experience between 

Ombud throughout the world and to encourage the professional development of members through 

co-operation; and 

IV. To undertake such other matters as are necessary to further the purposes of the Institute.59 

The 101 further recognises and supports the concepts of: 

1. Respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms; 

11. Adherence to the rule of law; 

111. Effective democracy and open and accountable government; and 

IV. Access to justice for all. 60 

A public institution, whether titled Ombudsman, Mediator, Parliamentary Commissioner, People's 

Defender, Human Rights Commission, Public Complaints Commission, Inspector General of 

Government, Public Protector or like designation, is eligible to become an Institutional Member, provided 

that it exercises the following functions fully, and further meets the following criteria: 

1. It is created by enactment of a legislative body whether or not it is also provided for III a 

Constitution; 

11. Its role is to protect any person or body of persons against maladministration, violation of rights, 

unfairness, abuse, corruption, or any injustice caused by a public authority; 

111. It does not receive any direction from any public authority which would compromise its 

independence and performs its functions independently of any public authority over which 

jurisdiction is held; 

IV. It has the necessary powers to investigate complaints by any person or body of persons who 

considers that an act done or omitted, or any decision, advice or recommendation made by any 

public authority within its jurisdiction has resulted in maladministration; 

v. It has the power to make recommendations in order to remedy or to prevent any maladministration 

and, where appropriate, to propose administrative or legislative reforms for better governance; 

59 International Ombudsman Institute By-Laws of November 2000, Available at <<http://www.law.ualberta ca/centres/ioi/About-the-1 0 I./Concept-and-Organization.php> 

60 International Ombudsman Institute By-Laws of November 2000 
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VI. It is held accountable by reporting publicly to the Legislature or other appropriate authority; 

VB. Its jurisdiction is national, regional or local; 

Vlll. Its jurisdiction applies to public authorities generally or IS limited to one or several public 

authorities, or to one or several public sectors; and 

IX. Its incumbent or incumbents are appointed or elected, according to the relevant legislative 

enactment, for a defined period and can only be dismissed, for cause, by the legitimate and 

h 
.. 61 

competent aut ontIes. 

The municipal ombud fails to meet the above criteria in respect of (iii), (vi) and (ix) above. Firstly, the 

municipal ombud receives direction from the City Manager and to a lesser extent, the Mayor. It is further 

also held accountable by the City Manager. This places the municipal ombud in a very difficult position 

and places a direct limitation on its independence. Secondly, the City Manager appoints the ombud, who 

may be dismissed for any of the reasons, which constitute a fair dismissal in respect of staff members of 

the municipality. The decision may be taken solely by the City Manager in his official capacity. The 

municipal ombud therefore may not be permitted membership to the 101 as an Institutional Member. 

A public institution, which is not eligible to become an Institutional Member, may be eligible to become 

an Associate Member of the Institute, provided that it shares 'common or compatible interests' with the 

Institute regarding its purposes. Due to these provisions, the municipal ombud for the City of Cape Town 

was admitted to the Institute as an Associate Member, particularly as a result of its proclaimed and 

reported focus on the respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, the adherence to the rule of law, 

the promotion of effective democracy and open and accountable government, and access to justice for all. 

On the continental level, the African Ombudsman Association (AOA) is the regional Chapter of the 101, 

and performs a supportive function to regional members. In 2001, the AOA was established in Africa. 

Entrenched in its constitution, is the recognition of 'the need for creating, developing and promoting the 

Ombudsman Institution on the African continent. ,62 In 2004, the Ombudsman for the City of Cape Town 

became an associate member of both the 101 and the AOA. All member ombud institutions are required to 

61 Article 6 of the International Ombudsman Institute By-Laws of November 2000 

62 The Constitution of the African Ombudsman Association, Preamble, South Africa, 2002 
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abide by the Association's Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice63
. Some of the observations on the 

institutions ability to meet these standards include the following: 

1. The Cape Town municipal ombud does not meet the full requirements for independence, as it does 

not, in practice, report to the highest decision-making body of the organisation; 

11. It reports and is accountable to the City Manager and to some extent, the Executive Mayor; and 

111. It relies on the City Manager for its conditions of appointment or dismissal. 

In addition to the 101, The International Ombudsman Association (lOA), based in the United States, aims 

to advance the profession of organisational ombudsman and ensure that practitioners are able to work to 

the highest professional standards. The International Ombudsman Association (lOA) was officially 

formed in July 2005, subsequent to the merger of the University and College Ombuds Association 

(UCOA) and The Ombudsman Association (TOA). The lOA is the largest international association of 

professional organisational ombud practitioners in the world, representing over 500 members from the 

United States and across the globe.64 

The association supports organisational ombud worldwide, who work in corporations, universities, non

profit organizations, government entities and non-governmental organizations. In addition, the association 

works to support and promote the profession through strategic partnerships and communication with 

government agencies and other professional organisations, as appropriate.6S 

There are definite principles and ethics that govern members of the lOA, and the institution itself. These 

include the following: 

1. Independence: The ombud should be independent in structure, function, and appearance to the 

highest degree possible within the organization; 

11. Neutrality and impartiality: The ombud, as a designated neutral, should remain unaligned and 

impartial. The ombud does not engage in any situation, which could create a conflict of interest; 

lll. Confidentiality: The ombud holds all communications with those seeking assistance in strict 

confidence, and does not disclose confidential communications unless given permission to do so. 

63 Annexure (v) and (vi): The Ombudsman Association Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice, Available at <http://www.ombudsassociation erg/> 

64 Available at <http://www.ombudsassociation erg/> 

65 Available at < http://www.ombudsassodation erg! > 
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The only exception to this privilege of confidentiality is where there appears to be imminent risk of 

serious harm; and 

IV. Informality: The ombud, as an informal resource, does not participate in any formal adjudicative or 

administrative procedure related to concerns brought to their attention.66 

The criteria for the organisational ombud are thus established and known by all members and accessible to 

those who strive to be part of this body. It therefore becomes easier to assess the degree to which the 

ombud for the City of Cape Town municipality adheres to these standards. An observation of the internal 

workings ofthe office yields the following insights: 

While independence is raised as one of the principles for the organisational ombud, the definition of such 

independence is vague. What, for example, is independence to "the highest degree possible"? According 

to the lOI, independence clearly means having to account to the highest legislative authority within the 

organization or state (or other) institution. This provision is intended to ensure that there is no political or 

administrative hold over or influence on the ombud. These conflicting criteria create a tension in the 

operation of the ombud, particularly when that ombud institution is a member of both The 101 and the 

lOA, and is seen as a hybrid between the classical and organisational forms of the ombud institution. 

The issue of confidentiality is also problematic to the ombud that considers itself a hybrid form of both 

organisational and classical ombud. As an organisational ombud, the idea of confidentiality is facilitated 

through the informal approach through which the investigation process and actual complaints are left 

unrecorded or undocumented. Resolve is typically reached through mediation between the aggrieved party 

and the municipality (in the case of the municipal ombud). No paper trail therefore exists and this frees the 

ombud from being compelled to present documents, which would be considered as confidential, in formal 

adjudication procedures. 

The classical ombud, however, documents the investigation process and complaints. The protection for the 

classical ombud is typically that it should discriminately decline any matter that could lead to formal 

adjudication processes. This, however, is in practice quite difficult as basically any matter can be taken to 

court where a person feels wronged or aggrieved by the administration, and where there is evidence to 

support these claims. No complainant would state the intention to go to court upfront, but the evidence 

66 The Intemational Ombudsman Association (lOA) Code of Ethics [Electronic) Available at <http://www.ombudsassociation org!standardsiCode_Ethics_1·07.pdf> 
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gathered by the ombud could substantiate legal action. In response to this, legislative measures are 

typically established to ensure privilege. In the instance of the Ombudsman for the City of Cape Town, no 

such protection measure exists to protect the confidentiality of the complaints and complainants from the 

organisation. While this matter cannot be resolved by the ombud itself, the organisation, if committed to 

the effective operation of the ombud institution, has the responsibility to develop the required protection 

mechanisms to ensure confidentiality and privilege. 

The international bodies and their membership criteria, and the extent to which the City Ombudsman's 

Office for the City of Cape Town meet these, have thus been discussed at some length. While the two 

forms of the ombud practice, i.e. the classical and organisational forms of the ombud, have been 

mentioned, the following sections provide deeper insight into these forms of the ombud practice. 

The Classical Ombud 

The Swedish Parliament first legislatively institutionalised the practice of classical 'ombudsing' in 1809.67 

It is recorded that the office of the ombud was designated to listen to grievances and complaints of citizens 

concerning governmental departments and policies.68 The traditional Swedish ombud offices had powers 

to address the abuse of power or violations of rules, and remedied these abuses using persuasion and at 

times, exposing the issue through publicity.69 

Classical ombud representatives serve 'as formal investigators and fact-finders with subpoena power and 

strong legal safeguards for their independence and for the confidentiality of their records'. 70 Classical 

ombud are traditionally legislatively established by the highest law making body in the country. This was 

a measure intended to safeguard the ombud's independence.7
) 

The ability to 'influence' decision-making and outcomes of conflict between the state and the citizen or 

aggrieved person is seen as vital to the successful operation of the ombud.72 Today, in the case of the 

Finnish, Swedish, Norwegian, and other offices, the ombud may recommend systemic changes within the 

administration that addresses systemic inequalities that affect or may potentially affect members of the 

67 Stacey, 1978 

68 Stacey, 1978 

69 Stacey, 1978 

70 Rowe, 3 

71 Stacey, 1978 

72 The Ombudsman Association, Lecture Series (USA, 2004) 
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public. 73 They may also intercede or mediate the public's interests, or attempt to make procedures 

'friendlier' or more understandable to the citizens.74 

It has been established that in order to become a full bona fide member of the international classical 

ombud associations, the institution should be legislatively established, and should report to the highest 

decision-making body of the relevant institution subject to oversight (such as Parliament, on a national 

level, or the full City Council, on a locallevel)75. These criteria are set to ensure the integrity of the ombud 

institution, to ensure that there is no dissolution of the concept of the ombud, and to ensure that the 

credibility of the ombud institution is maintained. These assurances attempt to secure the ombud's 

independence, neutrality and accountability to the members of public who appeal to these institutions for 

assistance. The foundation principles of the classical form of the institution include the following: 

1. That the ombud is an independent agent that may intervene on behalf of complainants; and 

11. That they may use their umque structural situation (as an independent) and their powers of 

investigation and persuasion (or more) to mitigate or improve the condition that caused the 

I · 76 comp amt. 

The meaning of the classical ombud thus presupposed that the independence, the quasi-legal nature, and 

the focus of the ombud can mitigate the tendency of institutions to make mistakes; to be inefficient; to 

break their own rules; to lose contact with the constituency; or to commit any other marginal abuses of 

power or authority.77 However, the ombud had no authority or power to ensure that the recommendations 

made by them are enforced: 

'They (the parliamentary ombud) were generally established as advisors, not commanders, who rely on 

d . I' ,78 recommen atlOn, not compu SlOn . 

The classical legislative parliamentary ombud is the most well known form of the ombud institution. The 

practices, powers and terms of reference for the classical ombud institution are fallaciously assumed by 

73 The Ombudsman Association, 2004 

74 The Ombudsman Association. 2004 

75 These are criteria promoted by the International Ombudsman Association, as highlighted in The Ombudsman Association, 2004 

76 The Ombudsman Association, 2004 

77 Stacey, 1978 

78 Stacey, 1978 
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many practitioners and researchers to be genenc and applicable to all forms of the institution.79 The 

required distinctions are the foci of this section. 

According to Stacey, the enabling legislation of all ombud offices provides authority to these offices to 

'discretionally act in the interest of the aggrieved person'. 80 This idea is however quite difficult to balance 

with the stated requirements for 'objectivity' and 'impartiality' of the ombud as presented by the modem 

day ombud associations.8l The latter are particularly important to organisational ombud institutions, which 

operate within the protocols of their host organisation. Trust and credibility both within and outside of the 

organisation are argued to be essential to the effectiveness of this form of the institution.82 The tensions 

that arise as a result of this approach is argued to manifest themselves in the everyday operations of ombud 

offices, as is the case in the City of Cape Town municipal ombud, and many other offices surveyed during 

this study. 

The legislative foundations of the ombud institution, in terms of the classical and organisational ombud, 

arguably constitute the cornerstones of its success and effectiveness. Whether in the form of a policy, By

law or Act, appropriate legislation defines the parameters and scope of the ombud operation, and outlines 

it powers and terms of reference. Legislating for an ombud affords the institution durability and clarity 

(clear standards of operation) and is a testimony to the political will to establish these oversight 

mechanisms in the correct and appropriate manner. 

The institution would, through appropriate legislative foundations and frameworks, be afforded a greater 

level of independence and immunity from organisation or departmental restructuring (which, in the South 

African context, frequently occurs) and other internal dynamics unique to state institutions, particularly 

local government. Additionally, for the organisational ombud, the institution would not have to constantly 

rely on definition by the host organisation and the organisational executive. 

Thus, legislation needs to be developed that accommodates for and upholds the distinct uniqueness of the 

ombud institution. The necessary understanding of the two forms of the institution is important to this 

process. The dichotomy that exists in this practice is found in the organisational and classical form of the 

institution. 

79 The terms of reference for the ombud for the City of Cape Town were drafted to incorporate those of the classical ombud The Public Protector is an example of a classical ombud 

institution by virtue of it reporting to par1iament and being legislatively established as a body tully independent from the executive 

801978 

81 Reference is made to the 101 and the lOA 

82 The Ombudsman Association, 2004 
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It is understood that as a disjuncture from the classical ombud, the organisational form of the institution is 

established by the organisations they oversee.83 Depending on the municipal organisations themselves, 

municipal ombud will experience and will be expected to operate optimally within an environment 

characterised by extremely diverse dynamics that take root in the political nature of local government. 

Municipalities are also creatures of statute. They incorporate corporate, organisational and state

institutional characteristics. The boundaries between politics and administration are blurred, with party

politics often influencing employee selection (particularly at higher levels of the organisation), and 

decisions taken by the administrative executive members. These dynamics influence where the 

organisational ombud is located within the organisation, and affects the institution's ability to 

constructively engage in higher level interaction and investigations. 

The Organisational Ombud 

The organisational ombud is generally classified as 'a confidential and informal information resource, 

communications channel, complaints-handler and dispute resolver, and a person who helps an organisation 

work for change'. 84 The primary purposes of the organisational ombud are to 'foster values and 'decent' 

behaviour such as fairness, equity, justice, equality of opportunity and respect'. 85 

The general understanding of the ombud is that this office should represent the interests of beneficiaries in 

instances of rights violations where citizens are powerless against the monolithic bureaucratic institutions 

involved in such violations. Rowe defines the role of the organisational ombud more broadly and states 

that these offices 'will be especially concerned with ... those who are less powerful than others in a given 

situation'. 86 Furthermore, the organisational ombud is: 

"a designated neutral within an organisation and usual~v reports at ... the top o.!that organisation ... Both 

the designation a.! the neutrality and direct access to the Chief Executive Officer (a.! the organisation) 

help to preserve the independence and contribute to the effectiveness o.f ombud people ... " 87 

83 The Ombudsman Association, 2004 

84 M P Rowe, Options, Functions and Skills (USA, TOA, 1995),2 

85 Rowe, 2 

86 Rowe, 2 

87 Rowe, 2 
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As is commonly acknowledged by the collective ombud practice, the aspect of independence is a key 

factor to the effective operation of the ombud. The issues typically dealt with by the ombud are often 

contentious, and parties involved each desire that their best interests or views are reflected in the 

outcomes. Therefore, during the processes of its operation, bias is a quality the ombud representative can 

ill afford if it intends to maintain its credibility with its beneficiaries as well as with their host 

organisations. 

In summary, the organisational ombud has been introduced 'to promote fair processes within an 

organisation,.88 This concept of the organisational ombud is relatively new to local government in South 

Africa, and there are only two offices of this nature that currently operates - one in the EThekweni 

Municipality, the other, in the City of Cape Town. 

The concept takes root in North America and Canada, where a particular focus on the university ombud 

has developed. The theory on the organisational om bud thus predominantly emanates from this region.89 

In respect of the organisational ombud, the result of the existing focus translates that the basic theoretic 

foundations of the organisational ombud have been developed in consideration of the contexts of 

organisations other than local government. 

A point of concern here is that no critical engagement has taken place with respect to the requirements for 

the effective establishment of a local government organisation ombud, in the South African context or 

otherwise, or of the grounding theory that has given rise to the concept of the organisational ombud. 

The origin of the concept of the organisational ombud: a matter for critical 

engagement 

The concept of the organisational ombud originated around the late 1970s in the United States. 90 Their 

establishment was based on the premise that the classical ombud, the earliest records of which date back to 

the 1800's, was purely and distinctively designed to oversee classical state functions. 

The theory proposes the evolution of the state. This philosophy relates that modernisation has resulted in 

the transformation and evolution of our society, which has resulted in a reciprocal evolution of the 

88 The Ombudsman Association, Lecture Series (USA, 2004) 

89 Rowe, 2 

90 Rei! in The Ombudsman Association, Lecture Series (USA, 2004) 
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structure of the state.91 The very nature of bureaucracies is stated to have faced a forced renewal due to the 

dynamics of a changing society. Ideas underpinned by globalisation feature strongly in this rationale: it 

projects that the growing private sector, accompanied by a culture of gross consumerism, has affected the 

way the state and its agencies operate. This approach is similarly a key component of neo-liberalism, 

which sees the state as fundamentally inefficient in delivering public services.92 This neo-liberal approach 

has various implications for local government (as captured in various World Bank Reports93
) and includes 

the view of a City as 'not a community, but a conglomerate of firms, institutions, organisations and 

individuals with contractual agreements among them." 94 

The neo-liberal take on local government is further expanded by Van Niekerk, who states that 

"the vision for local government is a municipality where ... local government is redefined into a 

'core' administrative municipality ... which regulates service delivery ... {furthermore, there exists} a 

particular understanding of [the role of local government that} ... is often reduced to creating an 

environment for small business to develop in and for capitalists in general to operate with few 

restrictions ... Service delivery is commercialised through ... turning citizens into consumers who have 

a commercial [or} business relationship with the service provider ... " 95 

The approach similarly projected by The Ombudsman Association (TOA) is of citizens as the consumer of 

state products. According to the TOA, with an increased awareness of consumer rights, government and 

even private sector service providers find themselves under growing pressure to institutionalise a system 

that caters for the growing trend of consumer-rights culture. The various oversight mechanisms thus 

established are underpinned by these varying philosophies, and aim to promote consumer satisfaction in 

h f · 96 t e case 0 gnevances. 

Concerns arise when considering the differences between the 'consumer', who by default are 'customers' 

who can afford to pay for higher levels of services, and who are offered their consumer rights in terms of 

91 The Ombudsman Association, Lecture Series (USA, 2004) 

92 S Van Niekerk, ~Developmental Local Govemment" (2000). Paper delivered to the Conference of the National Association of Democratic Lawyers (NADEL) [Electronic] Available 

at <www.cosatu.orgza/samwu/sandra1.html> Accessed on 01 June 2008] 

93 Van Niekerl<, 2000 

94 Van Niekerl<, 2000 

95 Van Niekerl<, 2000 

96 The nec-liberal philosophy and approach is reflected by The International Ombudsman Association, fonnerly known as The Ombudsman Association, or the TOA This 

philosophy is further contained in publications used in the lOA course on organizational Ombudsing, held in 2004 We currently see the proliferation of both private and public 

sector ombud including the Consumer Protector, the various Banking Ombud, and organizational ombud such as university and even local government ombud 
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neo-liberal theory; and the citizen, who in the South African context, are socio-economically stratified and 

experience varying degrees of affluence on the one hand, and poverty on the other. The polarised socio

economic situation of Cape Town and South Africa in general, is evident through a range of observable 

factors that are indicated by polarised per capita income, disparate levels of literacy and education, etc. 

According to studies: 

"The unequal income distribution between the households in different population groups in the City of 

Cape Town, as is the case nationally, can be ascribed to a variety of factors. These include: 

1. The unequal distribution of skill and education levels between population groups; 

11. The higher incidence of unemployment and informal sector employment among previously 

disadvantaged individuals (which in tum is partially due to point (i) above), and differences in 

household sizes and dependency burdens among population groups; 

lll. Poverty levels remain high in the City of Cape Town with 26% of the respondents of the 

household survey recording below subsistence income levels ... ,,97 

These factors directly affect the level of access to services by citizens and delineate the special service 

needs of these populations. The fundamental rights of relevance in these cases are citizens' rights to 

equality and to the equal benefit of the law.n In ensuring administrative justice, these rights cannot be 

overlooked, as turning a blind eye to social contexts of human rights only perpetuate the existing skewed 

social and economic outcomes and support the status quo. The fundamental problem with the neo-liberal 

approach is that a very large proportion of the popUlation in the City of Cape Town cannot even afford 

basic services. If citizen rights were equated with 'consumer rights' a large proportion of the popUlation 

would be denied access to their rights (which is essentially commoditised by the neo liberal approach) 

because these members simply cannot afford to pay for them. Essential services, for the purposes of this 

argument, are viewed as basic rights. 

In the organisational ombud's ascription to the principles of neo-liberalism, mechanisms established 

accordingly would fail to meet the needs of the poorest citizens, who would be marginalised by the 

system. If there are no policies that address or convey an understanding of the inability of citizens to 'pay' 

97 Graham Gotz, Kevin Allen, Kirsten Harrison, State of the Cities Report (South Africa, South African Cities Networ!<, 2004) 

98 Section 9 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 
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to access their service rights, the ombud would fal1 short of the institutions purpose and intention of 

protecting the rights of citizens against their arbitrary or unjust violation. 

In order to establish a theoretical foundation for the municipal ombud that is appropriate to the local 

context, it is important to make a clear and unequivocal distinction between 'consumer rights', and citizen 

rights. The absence of this distinction constitutes the fundamental problem with the ideological 

underpinnings of the organisational ombud as it currently stands, particularly in respect of an organisation 

such as the South African Local Government. 

The problem with this philosophy is that it fails to appropriately capture the idea of human rights in 

relation to the concept of developmental local government. In the context of South African Local 

government that stil1 strives to shed the legacies of apartheid, such as the prevailing sexism, racism, and 

substantive inequality, the current grounding philosophies are silent with respect to these crucial issues and 

how an institution such as an ombud should effectively capture and deal with these through their 

objectives and modus operandi. 

Furthermore, in respect of the neo-liberal approach, while the ombud is general1y seen as 'putting out the 

fires' in the case of grievances, the words of Alex Cary appropriately captures the dilemma when he stated 

that: 

"The 20th century has been characterised by three developments of great political importance: The 

growth of democracy, the growth of corporate power, and the growth of cO/porate propaganda as a 

,I" . d ,,99 means oJ protecting corporate power agmnst emocracy ... 

The purpose of the ombud as a 'representative of the powerless' is thus abandoned, and the criteria for the 

ombud's independence are further violated. The result is an inevitable dilution of the concept of 

'ombudsing'. It is therefore argued that the organisational ombud should maintain its independence and 

human rights approach. It should further avoid its dilution through becoming a mouthpiece or public 

relations (PR) unit for the organisation. Further, on the neo-liberal approach, a larger emphasis is placed 

on the level of access to service information: 

99 Alex Carey, Australian social scientist Quote available on <http://www,wisdomquotescom/cat_human_rights html> [Accessed on 26 February 2008) 
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"The organisational ombud institution typically supports its constituencies and the organisation 

through providing advice to visitors on how the system works and how they can best access it. They 

provide visitors with information which enable them to go direct~v to the people who can best address 

their concern ".fOO 

It is important to note that in the context of an administration that previously operated in secrecy and that 

had been distanced from the citizenry, providing access to information and promoting transparency is a 

basic right of citizens. Access to information thus forms a crucial part of citizen empowerment. However, 

this role should not form the core of ombud activities as this may lead to a reduction of the organisational 

ombud to that of a conduit, a means to an end other than that of the broad and necessary protector of 

citizen rights or stalwart of just administrative action. 

This form of dilution of the concept of ombudsing further leads to criticism of the ideological 

underpinnings of the organisational ombud. The construction of the organisational ombud, according to 

this ideology, renders an instrument that merely imposes the globalisation agenda and is intended to 

mitigate the affects of this on citizens. For example, when citizens' rights are subordinated to the interests 

of business or other institutional forces, and the Office is used to "put out the fires" arising from a citizen 

initiated dispute. The impact of the organisational ombud would thus be diminished in that while 

providing a listening ear, the organisational ombud would essentially offer no real change to the 

circumstance of the citizen. 

Practitioners are thus cautioned about the pitfalls in failing to critically engage with (i) the context within 

which one sets out to establish a municipal ombud; (ii) the criteria for the office's effective establishment 

and (iii) the actual processes and outcomes involved in the daily operations of the office. While the level 

of engagement of the ombud may vary according to the beneficiary'S and host organisation's needs, the 

local government ombud operates within a distinct socio-political environment and is still subject to 

broader Constitutional and other national legislative imperatives. 

It is re-iterated that the organisational ombud should reflect the democratic principles it serves. In the 

context of the City of Cape Town, the organisation takes a developmental approach in alignment to its 

democratic values. As a monitoring agent of these values, it serves the greater purpose to understand what 

100 The Ombudsman Association, 2004 
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this approach entails. Van Niekerk gives insight into the concept of developmental local government in 

juxtaposition to the neo-liberal idea of local government: 

"The developmental role of local government must be about alleviating poverty, reducing inequalities 

in communities, and providing a reasonable standard and quantity of service that will have positive 

health, environmental, [and} social spin-offs in the community ... "Ilil 

Developmental local government has a specific role to play within a democratic state such as South 

Africa. According to Van Niekerk: 

"Part of the developmental role of local government is to build participative democracy, and 

encourage community participation. Since local government is the most direct interface between the 

government and the community, it should be the best location for the development of grassroots, 

.. . -1 dd ,,11)7 participative, ueep-roote emocracy... -

Van Niekerk cites the key democratic principles to include: 

1. Maximum direct participation of the people; 

11. Accountability with continuous social auditing of performance; and 

111. An emphasis on transparency with the right to information and openness of all documents. 

The key democratic principles as mentioned above should thus ideally be included in the indicators for the 

municipality, as well as for the ombud. 

101 Van Niekerk. 2000 

102 Van Niekerk. 2000 
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Democracy and Constitutionalism 

Democracy is generally associated with freedom, a better way or quality of life for citizens, and 

accountability of the state, its agents and institutions to citizens. 103 Schmitter and Karl discusses the 

relationship between accountability and democracy, and states that: 

"Modern political democracy is a system of governance in which rulers are held accountable for their 

. . h bl· lb· . ,,/1)4 actIOns In t e pu lC rea m y citizens ... 

Accountability is therefore closely linked to democracy, and the political legitimacy of those who are 

accountable to the citizenry correspondingly increases with the level accountability. 

While academics agree that democracy is an ambiguous term, there have been many common 

denominators evident in the various forms of democracy. 105 While not unique to democracies (in relation 

to any other dispensation), one such commonality is the importance of legitimacy to the ability to maintain 

"power" and "authority". To those who are "in power", political legitimacy is keenly sought as vital in 

maintaining such "power" and "authority". Heng puts forward that on a growing global scale, democracy 

is emerging as the only enduring source of political legitimacy.106 It is therefore not surprising that 

politicians would opt to nurture (or at least seem to be in support of) a democracy. Schmitter supports 

these ideas in stating that: 

"Politicians with a wide range of convictions and practices [strive] to appropriate the label [o.fbeing 

democratic] and attach it to their actions ... " /07 

South Africa is no exception, with a strong commitment to democracy signified by, as it stands, one of the 

most progressive and democratic Constitutions in the world. Russell contests that the development of 

codes of fundamental human rights since the Second World War has prompted many states to include 

103 Philippe C Schmitter, "The Ambiguous Virtues of Accountability" , Journal of Democracy, 15,4 (October 2004): 47-60 

104 Schmitter, 47-60 

105 Schmitter, 47-60 

106 Heng (date and page unknown) 

107 Schmitter, 75 
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(democratic) rights in their domestic constitutions in order to ingratiate themselves with the international 
. 108 commumty. 

What then is the litmus test of democracies and their commitment to democratic constitutionalism? 

Democracy loosely translated means 'rule by the people', or 'rule which involves all citizens in a 

community'. I 09 This sentiment implies that within democratic societies, government is limited. Yet, it has 

been juxtaposed that a country may have a constitution, but may not necessarily enjoy 

constitutionalism. I I 0 

Russell proposes that 'Constitutionalism is a political condition in which the constitution functions as an 

effective and significant limit on government.. . and those who govern are constrained by its terms'. III 

Following this position, Constitutionalism is associated with checks and balances to state power. To 

expand on the requirements for constitutionalism, Hardin further states that; 

"The reality of constitutionalism depends on whether there are ... [bodies] ... genuinely independent of 

the government of the day [and] powerful enough to insist on the government's observance of 

constitutional limits .,. ,,1/2 

This view is relevant in any constitutional democracy. Essentially, the provisions for effective oversight 

mechanisms and the extent to which state institutions support and facilitate the establishment of these 

mechanisms indicates the level of commitment and political will that rests behind the states efforts to 

promote constitutionalism and ultimately democracy itself. 

Furthermore, the United Nations (UN) holds that the concept of democracy 'will only assume true and 

dynamic significance when policies and national legislation ... reflect equitable regard for the interests and 

aptitudes of both halves of the population.' 113 

108 R Hardin. Liberalism. Constitutionalism and Democracy. (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1999) Page unknown 

109 Alexander Johnson, Kenneth Christie, Mervyn Frost, Jeremy Grest, Politics: A Beginners Guide (Juta & Company Ltd: Kenwyn, 1997), 2 

110 Hardin, page unknown 

111 Hardin, page unknown 

112 Hardin, page unknown 

113 The United Nations in Colleen Lowe Morna & Susan Tolmay, Eds At the Coa~ace: Gender and Local Govemment in Southem Africa (Southern Africa, Gender Links, 2007), 

26 
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According to Lowe Morna and Tolrnay, the governance discourse emphasises that democracy is not just 

about representation. It is about participation and citizenship that empowers people to hold those who 

make decisions and those who implement these decisions more accountable. I 14 In a democracy then, both 

men and women should be afforded the necessary measures for and levels of empowerment that will 

ensure the equal ability and opportunities to hold democratic institutions of the state accountable. 

In view of this, a gendered approach cannot be precluded from the institutionalisation of human rights and 

the prevention of the state abuse of power. In the vertical application of human rights, the consideration 

that the rights of women are subverted through patriarchy and the resultant skewed distribution of 

resources should not be omitted. Furthermore, women face greater institutional oppression as a result of 

their prejudicial treatment by service providers. In addressing violations, a sensitivity to gender dynamics 

within government and society is crucial, and is in accordance to International and National legal 

frameworks that prohibit discrimination. 

The concepts, such as the organisational and classical ombud, accountability, independence, credibility, 

democracy and constitutionalism, and their close relationships with one another, have been defined in 

greater detail, and the foundations for the study are hence laid. 

Structure of the Thesis 

Chapter 1 provides an overview of key arguments of the study. It presents the purpose and objectives, 

and highlights the central questions to the study. In defining key concepts, the chapter explores the 

notions of democracy, constitutionalism and human rights, which provide the scaffolding for the 

exploration into the effectiveness of the municipal ombud. The chapter briefly introduces Chapter 

Nine institutions and overviews the historical development of the ombud institution. The chapter 

introduces the dichotomy in the ombud practice, i.e. the organisational and classical ombud, and 

highlights key ideological approaches to the organisational form of ombudsing. 

Chapter 2 deals with the significance of the ombud institution to the public policy arena and the linkages 

between these concepts and public management. 

Chapter 3 discusses the research methodology underpinning the study. 

Chapter 4 focuses on the ombud in South Africa and presents the Case Study of the Ombudsman for the 

City of Cape Town 

114 Lowe Morna & Tolmay, 27 
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Chapter 5 presents the Findings and Analysis, and Chapter 6 presents the concluding chapter to the 

study. 

Annexure include media articles related to the case study, as well as documents of the international 

umbrella bodies that detail the standards of practice and code of ethics for all member ombud institutions. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

The significance of the ombud institution to public policy and the linkages between 

these concepts and public management 

According to Parsons, there are many philosophical, ethical, normative and methodological frameworks 

for the analysis of public policy. 115 Machiavelli believed that in analysing policy, it was important to 

understand how power worked, and that through this knowledge and the proper interpretation of good 

quality information, it was possible to make general conclusions about the influence of policy on 

institutions and structures. 116 His idea of policy 'was embedded in the idea that it was possible to acquire 

knowledge to make better policy,.117 This study is in keeping with Machiavelli's notion through its 

analysis of the political dispensation, and the focus on decision-making structures and how decisions and 

policies impact the structure and institution of the ombud. The latter is shown to be directly and indirectly 

dependent on the policies made by legislative structures. 

A close proximate of Machiavelli's notion is that of Francis Bacon, who held that 'policy was the use of 

knowledge for the purposes of governance'. lIS In accordance with this idea, the theories propounded 

throughout this study aims to inform and assist in enhancing governance processes, and are aimed at both 

a policy and public management level. It is through Bacon's notion itself that the linkage between policy 

and public management (governance) is made, where good governance, for example, is a product of good 

policy. Since the rule of law and access to justice form part of good governance, the ombud, as an 

instrument for achieving the rule of law and access to justice, is therefore an instrument of (good) 

governance, and stand to benefit directly from appropriate and good policies. 

To re-iterate Machiavelli, it is policy that ultimately influences the structure of institutions. Chapter Nines 

and other oversight institutions such as the ombud are not precluded from this provision. 

115 W. Parsons, Public Policy. (Cheltenham, Cheltenham Publishers, 1995),41 

116 Parsons on Machiavelli. 41 

117 Parsons, 42 

118 Parsons on Bacon, 43 
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In exploring the relationship between public policy, public management and the institutions of oversight, 

reference is made to the 'stages model' of public policy. While this model has been criticized as being too 

simplistic for the required level of analysis of policy, the model will suffice in illustrating the relationship 

between relevant concepts. According to the stages model: 

"Policy emerges from the interrelationships between intentions and actions of political participants. 

Citizens elect politicians to carry out policy platforms. Politicians create programmes for 

bureaucrats to implement. Senior bureaucrats order lower level officials to carry out policy 

decisions". 119 

119 P. John, Analysing Public Policy.( London, Continuum, 1998),22 
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environment.' 121 Given this context, it is argued that 'poor perfonnance in service delivery emphasises the 

need for policy makers to attend to policy issues, and not to focus as strongly on bureaucratic structures 

and service delivery mechanisms'. 122 However, this notion leaves a gap in that the insurance of effective 

implementation cannot always be provided by senior bureaucrats. This gap allows for room for 

manipulation and the abuse of authority. The ombud acts as a mechanism to fill this gap by feeding into 

both policy and public management processes, while maintaining constructive interaction with citizens. 

By integrating the existing body of knowledge and theories on public policy, public management and the 

ombud institution, clear linkages between the concepts become evident that essentially supports this study 

and locates it as an overlap across the various disciplines. 

121 Jonker, 255 

122 Jonker, 255 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Research Methodology 

Introduction 

The study is grounded in current theories on human rights, democracy and constitutionalism in the South 

African context and examines the legislative frameworks relevant to the topic. As such, the evaluation of 

the institution is set against the backdrop of the South African human rights legislative framework, which 

includes the Constitution, as well as current theoretic frameworks grounding the ombud practice. 

The Case Study Approach and Design 

As a research strategy, the case study is used in a range of disciplines, including policy, political science, 

and public administration. According to Schramm (1971): 

.. The essence of a case study [and] the central tendency among all types of case study, is that it tries to 

illuminate a decision or set of decisions, why they were taken and with what result. ,,123 

The link with public policy is again made in the definition of the research process and fortifies the 

relevance of the study to public policy. To further clarify the trajectory of the study in the context of the 

above definition, while the research questions highlight an assessment of the effectiveness of the ombud, 

the factors upon which such effectiveness is directly dependent includes decisions and policies 

underpinning the structure and functioning of the ombud. These factors are brought to the fore through the 

case study. 

There are difficulties involved in the constructing case studies, however. The development of a research 

design involving case studies is asserted to be a difficult process. Yin states that 'unlike other research 

strategies, a comprehensive "catalogue" of research designs for case studies has yet to be developed'. 124 

Furthermore, case study research designs have not been codified. 125 

However, the aims of the research were clear, which aided in the process. The research methodology 

employed was required to provide a framework to determine: 

123 Schramm in Robert K. Yin. Case Study Research: DeSign and Methods (2nd ed) (Beverly Hills CA, Sage Publishing, 1994), 12 

124 Yin, 18 

125 Yin, 19 
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1. What the criteria for effective municipal 'ombudsing' are; and 

11. Whether the criteria for effective municipal 'ombudsing' are currently being met by the existing 

municipal ombud office for the City of Cape Town. 

The study therefore incorporated both a case study, and interviews, the latter of which is aimed at 

supporting the case study method. The interviews, as an enhancement of the primary case study method, 

serves to strengthen the process. 

The case study, as a research method, was chosen in this study because it has the potential to contribute to 

our knowledge of individual, organisational, social and political phenomena. 126 It further allows 

investigations that 'retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real life events, such 

as ... organisational and managerial processes .. .' 127 

These aspects play an important role in the ombud environment, and the relevance of this method is thus 

established. The case study is a preferred method in examining contemporary events, when the relevant 

behaviours cannot be manipulated. It employs direct observation as well as systematic interviewing. 128 

Participant Observation 

Issues of impartiality, objectivity and editing rights are important considerations when establishing the role 

of the researcher. The role of 'participant-observer' was assumed by the researcher when a discussion with 

the researcher's employer, the City Ombudsman, yielded an agreement that the research be conducted on 

the ombud office, with an understanding that the process would enable an expansion of the knowledge 

base on the organisational ombud, while simultaneously acknowledging that the study would be submitted 

towards the formal academic development of the researcher. 

Thus, the period from 2002 to 2005, which comprised the employment period of the researcher with the 

ombud office, yielded the highest level of access to the relevant information. The reason for this is that 

observation without participation would have inhibited people who did not know the motivations of the 

case-study worker. 

126 Yin, 2 

127 Yin, 3 

128 Yin, 8 
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While the study incorporates an evaluation of the ombud practices, in evaluation research, there are at least 

five applications of the case study method: 

1. To explain the causal links in real life interventions that are too complex for other strategies such 

as surveyor experimental strategies; 

11. To describe the real-life intervention and the context in which it occurred; 

111. To illustrate, in a descriptive mode, certain topics within an evaluation; 

IV. To explore situations in which the intervention being evaluated has no clear, single sets of 

outcomes; and 

v. To develop a meta-evaluation (a study of an evaluation study).129 

In respect of the above, the aims of the case study method employed in this paper include: 

1. To illustrate, in a descriptive mode, certain topics within an evaluation; and 

11. To explore situations in which the intervention being evaluated has no clear, single sets of 

outcomes. 

As such, the paper includes a critical look at factors detennining and impacting the effectiveness of the 

municipal ombud, such as independence and accountability by firstly, defining what these are, and 

secondly, assessing the extent to which they are demonstrated in the case study. 

Supporting Research: Surveys and Interviews 

The Target Population 

The study aimed at developing a 3600 evaluation of the ombud office. This entailed analysing the impact 

of the office on citizens and staff members of the municipality, from a perspective of management, 

internal staff members to the ombud office, and 'peer' officials from within other line departments. As part 

of the 3600 degree evaluation of the effectiveness of the office, survey questionnaires were distributed to 

councilors, line departments, as well as to members of the public. 

129Yin,15 
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A media survey is incorporated to highlight trends within the country and municipality in relation to 

oversight, and the Ombudsman for the City of Cape Town, more specifically. Through the media survey, 

expectations and perceptions of the municipal ombud are evident, and the political and policy environment 

relevant to the ombud at both national and local levels are observable and noteworthy. 

Data and Information Collection 

Primary data and information have been accumulated over the researcher's three year period of 

employment within the ombud office for the City of Cape Town. Presentation papers and speeches of the 

executive members of the municipality involved in the study have additionally been consulted. 

Post 2005, the head and staff of the ombud institution have been interviewed in order to get insight into 

their current practical experiences in relation to the topic. 

Statistical information of case work by the institution involved in the study, as documented by the 

institution itself, is analysed, and covers areas of citizen satisfaction, recommendations implemented/not 

implemented, reasons for non-implementation, the time it takes to conclude a case, as well as the kinds of 

matters dealt with and not dealt with. This provides a base-line for the micro-evaluation of the institution. 

Academic and professional accounts of leading ombud practitioners and academics affiliated to the 

International Ombudsman Institute (101), and the International Ombudsman Association (lOA), such as 

Giddings, Gregory, Reif, and Rowe, as well as presentation papers by members of the African 

Ombudsman Association, provides additional base line and supporting information on the ombud practice. 

Interviews 

The study includes the use of secondary sources, including data collected through interviews with 

municipal executives and officials, and reports of the City of Cape Town ombud office. Interviews with 

City officials on operational and management levels were incorporated into the study to strengthen the 

research process. The questionnaire used contained both open-ended and close-ended questions, which 

allowed for a focused response to questions, while providing space for the participants to express their 

experiences where a deeper insight of these was required. 

The researcher further audited the lOP processes of the City of Cape Town, and through this process, 

conducted citizen surveys during four (4) IDP meetings across Cape Town, which included the areas of 

Mitchell's Plain, Khayalitsha, Goodwood, Bellville. Community members of Maitland and Kensington 
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were further surveyed. The objective of the process was gauge citizen's expenences with the City 

Ombudsman's Office. The sample was comprised ofa specific population of people who attended the!DP 

meetings. However, due to the limited sample population, the sample is unrepresentative in that it only 

covers individuals who demonstrated an interest in holding local government accountable. Furthermore, of 

the seventy-five (75) surveys that were conducted in total, 88% of the sample population had not heard of 

the Ombudsman's Office for the City of Cape Town. This rendered most of the remaining questions, 

which were based on the possible experiences of citizens with the office, either superfluous or obsolete. It 

is however interesting to note that even citizens motivated and knowledgeable enough to attend !DP 

meetings mostly have not heard of the ombud for the City of Cape Town. However, due to the limited size 

of the population, the results have very low generalisability. 

Data Analysis, Validation and Reporting 

The data analysis process involved in this study included the systematic comparison of findings on the 

topic that had been generated by different research methods and data sources. These processes of data and 

methodological triangulation were incorporated to ensure methodological rigour. The usage of a multi

method research design was thus complemented by the exploration of different data sources, and the 

resultant comparison of data derived from the different methods served to deepen and extend the analysis. 

Validation was thus pursued through triangulation. 130 

The study will be availed to executive members of the City of Cape Town, as well as to the Ombudsman's 

Office for the City of Cape Town. A copy will further be provided to the 101, and lOA, in the hope of 

enhancing perspectives on ombudsing from the African continent. 

Linking Data to Propositions and criteria/or interpreting findings 

Linking data to propositions can be done in a number of ways, but Yin asserts that none of these ways 

have been precisely defined. In an attempt to make the relevant linkages, the study attempts to incorporate 

"pattern-matching", through which several pieces of information from the case are related to the 

theoretical propositions.1 31 Thus, perception surveys included in interviews conducted with staff and 

management were used to determine the perceived 'independence', 'accountability' and overall usefulness 

of the ombud office, in relation to the theoretical propositions of the study. 

130 Michael Bloor, & Fiona Wood, Keywords in Qualitative Methods: A vocabulary of research concepts (London, Sage Publications, 2001), 170-172 

131 Campbell in Yin, 25 
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Limitation of the Study 

While the researcher's employment in the ombud office facilitated greater access to the relevant policy 

documents of the municipality and the ombud office, it also presented certain limitations to the ability to 

be entirely detracted from the issues raised. Once the researcher resigned her position within the ombud 

office, the space for objective and critical engagement with the issue was established. 

Further limitations to the study included: 

1. A lack of a broad selection of more critical secondary sources on the topic of 'ombudsing', as most 

of the literature is descriptive rather than analytical; 

11. The possibility that adequate and accurate appraisals of experiences were not always given in 

interviews with ombud staff; 

111. Once the researcher ended her employment with the ombud office and a significant amount of time 

lapsed before actual interviews with the ombud representatives took place, it became more difficult 

to access more sensitive information; and 

IV. Low generalisability of the citizen survey, and the limited knowledge and awareness of citizens on 

the ombud office. 

In spite of these limitations, the most relevant data was available and in the process of triangulation, 

contradictions were eliminated. These, as well as the regular monitoring of the ombud activities allowed 

for the development of a defensible response to the research questions. 

Sign(ficance of the Study 

On a macro-level, the results from the research enhance the knowledge base on the ombud practice, 

particularly the municipal ombud, in the midst of the search for the most relevant form of the institution 

applicable to local government. It provides perspectives from members within the ombud office, staff and 

officials within the municipality, executive members of the municipality, as well as beneficiaries of the 

service, namely citizens. This approach thus ensured a non-biased approach to addressing pertinent 

challenges to the effective functioning of the institution. 

On the micro-level, the study provides an evaluation of one of the two existing municipal ombud offices in 

South Africa, with a view to shedding light on the challenges and problems that the institution faces from 

political and administrative spheres. 
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Summary) 

The study incorporates data and methodological triangulation for the achievement of methodological 

rigour. Whereas the case study is viewed as the primary research method, this is supported through the use 

interviews. This study is intended to enhance the current knowledge base on the ombud practice, 

particularly on the municipal ombud, in the midst of debates on the various forms of the institution most 

applicable to the local government setting and ombud practice. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

The Case Study: The City Ombudsman for the City of Cape Town 

There are currently two local government ombud institutions in South Africa. These offices are relatively 

new Offices, both to local government in South Africa, as well as to the global institutional practice of the 

ombud. They pose as tools to enhance transparency and accountability within local government, and 

further present effective checks and balances that ensure the protection of citizens' rights against any 

arbitrary and abusive action by the administration at the coal-face of government. The usefulness and 

necessity of such protection mechanisms within state institutions is undeniable, but how effective is this 

office in reality, and is it operating efficiently, and according to its intended purpose? The case study of 

the City of Cape Town ombud office is intended to provide the answer to this, as well as many other 

salient questions put forward in this paper. 

Establishment 

The proposal for a 'Public Complaints Commissioner' was tabled by the Office of the City Manager in 

2002. I32 The proposal was tabled for the decision of the full council, but due to the anticipated dissent by 

the opposition party (the ANC at the time), the matter was determined as being for decision by the 

Executive Committee (EXCO) of the Council, then largely comprised of the leading DA party. Many 

recommendations contained in the original proposal did not enjoy approval at the time. These include the 

following: 

1. That the Complaints Commissioner be of assistance to WECLOGO and other local authorities; 

11. That the Complaints Commissioner report to the Mayor and Council; and 

111. That the Complaints Commissioner submits a six (6) monthly report to the full Council on the 

working of the office. 

These recommendations displayed a vision for the office that would promote its efficacy and viability in 

the region, as well as its credibility, both inside and outside of the organisation through structural and 

functional independence from the ordinary linc functions and administrative management of the 

municipality. None of these were however approved, and no reasons were found on the rejection of these 

recommendations at the time, neither were they revisited in subsequent years, or even at present. 

132 The documented history of the establishment of the Office as cited in the minutes of the Executive Committee of Council at the time, reference: EXeO 29105/02 
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The City Manager was authorised to establish the Office. Furthennore, the Office had been positioned to 

primarily report to the City Manager. 

The 'policy' to establish the ombud office, referred to in the early policy documents as the 'Public 

Complaints Commissioner', was aimed at 'supporting the Council's pledge of being a well-run, 

corruption-free City. It aimed at establishing 'an independent Office with the power to deal with 

complaints against the administration' . 133 Based on interviews with the current organisational management 

of the City of Cape Town, this idea is still ascribed to. 134 

Background 

The Office ofthe Ombudsman was in existence since the late 1990's. In 2000, the municipal manager was 

requested to submit a report on the status of the office. Upon the submission of this report in 2001, Dr. 

Donald Craythorne was commissioned to fonnulate a policy for the establishment of a city-wide Public 

Protector. A report with recommendations on its establishment, as well as a draft by-law, was submitted in 

March 2001, but soon after this, the national Public Protector established a regional office for the Western 

Cape. This created the threat for potential conflict and the need arose to clarify the functions of the 

regional national Public Protector and its potential impact on the City's proposals. 

It is important to note that there still currently exists a lack of understanding of the City Ombudsman' 

Office on behalf of the national office. The By-law was never passed and the only legal foundation for the 

Office is a Council resolution passed in 2000. It is important to note that Council resolutions are easily 

rescinded. Therefore, for an office of this nature to rely on a resolution poses questions on the level of 

commitment and indeed political will behind the office's establishment. 

Political Support 

During the lifespan of the ombud office, the host organisation experienced numerous waves of political 

changes accompanied by changes in organisational leadership structures. The responsibility for the 

ombud office was initially viewed to be within the ambit of the City Manager, as the previous discussion 

of the founding documents of the office illustrates. There were four (4) different individuals in the 

133 Dr Donald Craythome as cited in the minutes of the Executive Committee of Council at the time, reference: EXCO 29/05/02 

134 Achmat Ebrahim, City Manager for the City of Cape Town (Interview, 23-10-2007) 
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position of City Manager between 2000 and 2005. The City Manager and administrative champion for the 

ombud office in 2000 had a very good understanding of the requirements of the office. 135 

The employment of a new City Manager resulting from the change in dispensation of Council ushered in a 

movement of the ombud office from within the line responsibility of the City Managers office, to that of 

the Assistant Manager's Office. 136 This arrangement continued until the ANC regained power, and posed 

numerous challenges the effectiveness of the office, including those, which impacted the independence of 

the office, as well as on its access to sufficient resources. It is re-iterated that the Office was staffed with 

two (2) individuals for quite some time. In relation to the changes in executive management, vital 

institutional memory had been lost during the change-over periods, resulting in decision-makers having 

very little knowledge of how the ombud should function, or which institutional arrangements were 

required for its effective functioning. 

From its inception to 2003, the ombud office operated as a conduit of complaints. In 2003, transformation 

once more engulfed the municipality. The ombud office, then boasting a staff complement of four (4) (in 

addition to the Ombudsman), acquired one (1) additional member in the process, which brought the total 

staff complement to six (6). The office was still grossly under-capacitated in comparison to the proposed 

twenty-four (24) staff members required for a relatively effective structure. 

2003 to 2005 presented the greatest challenges to the ombud office. The Office operated within an 

environment underpinned by nepotism and graft. The ombud office posed a serious threat of exposing 

those who were involved in these acts, were they to stumble across evidence for this in an investigation. 

The perceived threat of the ombud office became apparent through the subsequent treatment of the office 

by the executive members of the organisation. It should be noted that the attitudes and approaches toward 

the office, and the rules established for the ombud office, had dire effects on the independence and even 

basic operations of the office. 

Independence 

The criteria for the independence of the ombud office have been discussed in some detail. Structural 

changes that were instituted in 2003 left the office questioning its independence, credibility, purpose and 

135 The City Manager at the time was Andrew Borain, who was subsequently succeeded by Robert Maydon 

136 Dr. Stewart Fisher as cited in the minutes of the Executive Committee of Council at the time, reference: EXCO 29/05/02 
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effectiveness. While the organisational ombud ideally reports to, and is accountable to, the highest 

decision making body in the municipality, the ombud office was placed within a line function, alongside 

various other departments, and was required to report to the Executive Management Unit (EMU). 

The EMU was set up as an executive directorate, with a reporting line to the City Manager and the 

Executive Mayor. Directorates falling within the EMU included Collective Bargaining, Governance 

Integration, etc. These functions entailed crucial municipal processes that required monitoring. The 

rationale behind the decision was that even though the ombud office promoted advanced principles of 

democracy, "our democracy was still very young", and the development of the ombud office was therefore 

proposed to be approached incrementally. 

The proposed structure and conferred status of the ombud office signified the lack of political will behind 

addressing the need for institutional monitoring and oversight. There was also a lack of commitment to 

seriously evaluate processes and practices within the organisation in relation to violations of human rights 

and maladministration. In practical terms, the approach to the office from management echelons 

manifested itself in the constant denial of additional human and other required resources, as well as a lack 

of action! reaction to recommendations by the office on a senior administrative level. Therefore, where 

recommendations required executive approval or follow up, none were forthcoming, resulting in no real 

change of the complainant's situation. 

The situation highlights the vulnerability of the ombud to bureaucratic or political interference in the 

absence of established legal frameworks that provide effectively for the offices existence, structure and 

functions. 

Terms of Reference 

Further challenges were posed by the terms of reference for the ombud office. These have been modeled 

directly from those of the Public Protector and have not been informed by discourses on organisational 

ombud practices. While some of the provisions were relevant, many of them did not provide for the space 

for effective oversight in required areas, such as in procedural aspects that deny or impact a citizen's right, 

even where these procedures are to be viewed in isolation from actual decisions taken. Understandably, 

investigations into decisions by Council fell outside the jurisdiction of the ombud, as separate processes 

and mechanisms of appeal against Council decisions were legislatively provided for. 
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However, the ambit of the ombud office included investigations into matters that questioned whether 

decisions had been arrived at in a 'procedurally fair' manner, which in effect supported the appeals 

process. But the terms of reference did not make a distinction between the procedure and the decision and 

thus limited the potential role of the ombud in this regard. The terms of reference merely stated that the 

Council, as a legislative body, and its decisions, may not be investigated by the City ombud. 137 

The terms of reference also provided that the office could investigate Executive Councilors acting 

individually in respect of their functions and in regard to their delegated powers, outside of decision

making, if the Council so decided. Yet, the office was directed not to investigate councilors. No 

engagement on this issue was forthcoming and, while contained in the terms of reference, and despite 

huge numbers of complaints of dereliction of duty and maladministration by councilors, no investigations 

were undertaken into the action of individual councilors. 

Developments on the issue, as of 2005, relate that the ombud could investigate the action of councilors, 

subject to agreement by the Speaker of Council. 

The following has been established to be outside the jurisdiction of the ombud: 

1. Any decision taken by the municipality's political structures (in terms of legislative or executive 

powers or delegated powers of political office bearers); 

11. Any decision taken by a Constitutional body (Courts, chapter 9-institutions such as the public 

Protector, Human Rights Commission, Author-General, etc); 

lll. Conduct of Councilors, except where such investigation is called for by the Speaker of Council; 

IV. Complaints that are vexatious of frivolous; 

v. Complaints relating to municipal financial irregularities (The Internal Audit Unit is the competent 

oversight body of government spending and public finance management); 

VI. Any matter that must be addressed in accordance with a particular prescribed procedure e.g. appeal 

procedure; 

V11. Matters that relate to and affect any other spheres of government; 

Vlll. Matters relating to and affecting other municipalities; 

137 See http://wwwcapetowngov.za/ombudsman 
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IX. Dispute between private individuals; and 

x. Matters that do not relate to the administration (City of Cape Town municipality) or an employee 

of the administration. 

[As a General Rule the City Ombudsman will investigate complaints against administrative actions, 

procedures and practices rather than decisions] 138 The terms of reference has been established as a 

protection mechanism for the ombud, as well as to provide parameters for its functioning. 

Evaluating Investigation Outcomes: 

i) The Case of Ms E 

Ms. E. approached the Ombudsman's Office for the City of Cape Town in 2004. The complaint related 

that her neighbour had undertaken building works without her consent. Furthermore, the proposed 

building extended over the boundaries of her property. 

Ms. E. produced the plan according to which the building was undertaken. The building plan had been 

approved by the City of Cape Town. 

Legislation 

According to Council policy, no building and development may take place without the consent of effected 

parties. Building further had to provide for three (3) meters between the dwellings, in the instance of 

development in a residential area. Furthermore, the National Building Regulations and Building Standards 

Act No. 103 of 1977 provide that plans may only be approved by an official with the relevant 

l ·fi . 139 qua I IcatlOns. 

investigation Outcomes and Recommendations 

The building works were found to have deviated from prescribed legislation due to (i) the lack of 

obtaining consent from parties directly, and (ii) by exceeding the spatial limits between the dwelling of 

Ms. E. and the proposed boundaries of the developing building. Ms E. had further not been provided the 

opportunity to object to the building plans, as prescribed by legislation. 

Ms. E.'s privacy was a concern, as well as her rights to object to the building by virtue of the violation of 

her privacy, if the building were to continue as proposed in the building plan. Further, the 'junior official' 

138 Available at http://wwwcapetowngov.za/ombudsman 

139 S5 (2) of the National Building Regulations and Building Standards Act No 103 of 1977 
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did not have the authority to approve building plans, but was only legislatively mandated to make 

recommendations regarding the plans. The action of the official, as per the information ceded by the 

department, was in fact in violation of national legislation that governed the processes concerned. 

The matter was taken up by the Ombudsman's Office for the City of Cape Town. The Department's 

response, provided by the Director, was that the plan was approved by a junior official. The official was 

recorded to face disciplining as a result of the act of maladministration committed. The Ombudsman's 

Office further recommended that the Council review the decision to approve the plans, and that building 

works were halted via a cease-order until the matter had been resolved. 

However, the approval for the building was not rescinded, despite (i) the findings of maladministration; 

(ii) The Department's admission of maladministration; and (iii) despite the building not having progressed 

at the conclusion of the investigation. 

The matter persisted for a period of approx. 7 months, during which time the matter was escalated to the 

Executive Director and the City Manager, also during which time the building had commenced and was 

nearly completed. It was also later found that the 'junior official' in fact did not have the necessary 

qualifications to perform certain duties, but continued to operate as such. 

The matter was concluded to the dissatisfaction of the complainant. Problems encountered In the 

investigation included: 

1. The Executive Director (ED) received private counsel from the Department before entering into 

discussions with the Ombudsman's Office. The ED was informed that there was no way to address 

the mistake as the plans had already been approved by Council. The ED was also advised that to 

remedy the problem would be extremely costly for the department and the City as a whole; 

11. The ED felt that he was not empowered to sustain or over-rule the recommendations from the 

Ombudsman's Office; 

111. The City Manager similarly reported that he was not empowered to sustain or over-rule the 

recommendations from the Ombudsman's Office due to the implications of the recommendations. 

A review of the City's decision entailed the costly process of having to go to court as well as 

having to face negative publicity in the media, in view that the building was completed; and 
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IV. If the matter were to end up in court, the Ombudsman's Office would be required to divulge 

sensitive information in court. 

The root causes of problems to the investigation included: 

1. The lack of effective complaints handling processes within the municipality; 

11. The lack of institutionalised procedures to effectively deal with recommendations from the 

Ombudsman's Office; 

lll. The lack of effective institutional procedures for dealing with sensitive matters, which includes 

Ombud's privilege; 

IV. Entrenched maladministration within departments that are normalised due to the lack of effective 

evaluation and response systems; and 

v. Unofficial organisational culture (this includes bureaucratic stone-walling when a department is 

found to be guilty of a serious administrative breach). 

ii) The Pooke Road Complaint 

In 2004, the Ombudsman's Office for the City of Cape Town was approached by the Pooke Road 

Residents' Association. The complaint related that the entrance to Pooke road via an intersecting main 

transport route, which had been closed for decades, had been opened; causing an influx of heavy vehicles 

that took a detour through the residential area along the residential road. The Residents of Pooke Road 

further only received notice of the developments, but had not been given the opportunity to object to such 

developments. 

The heavy vehicles were causing extensive damage to the foundations of the properties along Pooke Road, 

which was reported to be a very narrow road. 

Investigation Outcomes and Recommendations 

The enquiry into the matter by the Ombudsman's Office yielded that the road was designated to be opened 

before the establishment of the residential area, and that due to the expanding industrial area surrounding 

Pooke Road, the Road was opened as a thoroughfare for trucks that carried products to and from the 

surrounding industries. 
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However, the residents of the area were materially prejudiced by the opening of the thoroughfare route and 

were further not provided the opportunity to object to the developments. The Municipal Systems Act 

provides that communities that are affected by municipal activities and developments should be given the 

opportunity to object to such developments, and that such objectives are to be considered and addressed 

reasonably, and in a manner that did not prejudice affected parties. 

The recommendations from the Ombudsman's Office included that the legislation was not abided by, and 

that the Pooke Road residents were prejudiced due to (i) the lack of opportunity to object and have such 

objections considered fairly; and (ii) the damage to their properties were directly linked to the 

thoroughfare of heavy-duty vehicles along the narrow residential road. Furthermore, it was recommended 

that the road be closed and that heavy duty vehicles use the alternative thoroughfare routes as they had 

been using prior to the opening of the road at the verge of Pooke Road and the Main Road. 

The recommendations were sustained by the ED of the department, and the complainants were satisfied. 

However, follow up with the complainants later in 2004, 2005, and in 2008 related that the road had not 

been closed and it had in fact been widened. This widening was effected by the reduction of walkways and 

pavements along Pooke Road. This development had caused greater safety concerns for the residents and 

pedestrians of Pooke Road, as they reported an increase in pedestrian injuries as a result of collisions, and 

further damages to properties and boundary walls as a result of these collisions. 

There was an apparent deviation from the recommendations by the Ombudsman's Office, which yielded 

deteriorating outcomes for the Pooke Road complainants. 

The root causes of the problem are viewed to include: 

1. The lack of established, fair and rights-based procedure in dealing with recommendations from the 

Ombudsman's Office; 

11. The lack of organisational guidelines on affecting recommendations from the Ombudsman's 

Office, symptomatic of a deficient organisational complaint's handling system; and 

111. A lack of credibility of the ombudsman in terms of organisational matters. 
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Media Reports: Tool for awareness-raising and political lens 

A wareness-raising is a crucial aspect of promoting access to one's rights through the access to information 

about these rights. While an analysis of media reports indicates the level of access the public has to 

information, it also serves to reveal political trends that affect all aspects of our society. Thus, the media is 

a good source that provides an insight into the contexts within which the ombud office operated. As stated, 

the year 2003-2004 marked a difficult period for the ombud due to a range of internal political issues that 

disabled the office's independent functioning. However, while these dynamics were manifest at the local 

level, it is argued that they were indicative of the national political climate - a climate, which affected the 

way in which our oversight mechanisms operated. In a Cape Times opinion piece (2004),140 Johnson 

warned ofthe threat posed by an over-concentration of power in any political body, where this power may 

be seen as a license to encroach upon the independence of oversight bodies. On a national level, various 

bodies fell under public scrutiny such as the National Public Protector, and its mandate to conduct 

independent investigations. It was also during this period, that the operations of the ombud were 

extensively contained. 

Then, for a brief period in 2005, there was pervasive attention on the role of Chapter Nines in protecting 

the rule of law from the highest levels of govemment l41 . In the City of Cape Town, media reports 

highlighted how the office has been established to 'right wrongs' within the municipalityl42; informing 

citizens of their rights to accessing avenues for recourse in cases of an infringement to their rights to 

administrative justice '43 ; and also highlighting the role the City Ombudsman's Office in ensuring that 

citizens realise this right. 

In respect of the integrity of our oversight bodies, trends shift from favourable to unfavourable, seemingly 

dependent on the volatility that comes with political transition, and the potential threat the exists for power 

and political position. This paints a dreary picture for those inalienable rights of our citizens that are linked 

to the check placed on the absolute power of the state promoted by democratic constitutionalism. 

140 Anthony Johnson [Guest columnist[ 2004. "As the ANC grows, we should watch our precious watchdogs" Cape Times [Monday, 7 May] 

141 "Mbeki promotes Ombuds System" SAPA, April 12, 2005 See Annexure 

142 Bulelani Phillip, "City's first ombudsman vows to put right what people think is wrong" in the Cape Argus, April 22, 2005 See Annexure 

143 Myolisi Gophe, "Ombudsman: Improving Public Service" in the Weekend Argus, April 9, 2005. See Annexure 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Findings and Analysis: Conditions for an effective ombud operations 

Political Support 

Political support is key to the effective establishment of an institution of the ombud. While political 

support is vital for the classical form of the institution, it holds particular importance to an organisational 

ombud. One of the reasons for this is linked to the foundations of this particular form of the institution. 

The powers, terms of reference and jurisdiction of the organisational ombud are usually developed by the 

host organisation. The way the office operates, what it mayor may not do, as well as its annual resources 

are subject to the organisation. 

For the classical ombud in South Africa, i.e. the Public Protector, its powers are derived both from the 

Constitution itself, as well as a national Public Protector Act. The institution's powers, terms of reference 

and jurisdiction are all ensured through this legislation, with additional provisions intended to ensure the 

Public Protector's independence and autonomy. Assessing how this is manifested in practice falls outside 

of the scope of this research. For the purposes of this study, it suffices to state that these legislative 

provisions are a matter of national interest, and any change to any of these would require a protracted and, 

in all possibility, a very controversial process. 

For the organisational ombud, these protections are non-existent, and the development of all things 

relevant for an office of this nature is left to the whims of the host organisation, and more accurately, the 

executive members of the City Council and the City Manager. 

It is argued that if there is an appropriate level of political support for the ombud office, it would receive 

the appropriate terms of reference, powers and jurisdiction, an adequate budget, resources, etc. 

"How the organisational ombud works depends to a large extent on the culture of the organisation. 

However, the common factor in all of these institutions is that, to be effective, the ombud must have the 

support of top management, and be able to access any individual manager within the organisation ... ,,144 

144 The Ombudsman Association, 2004 
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One may argue that a political party would overtly support an institution such as the ombud in order to 

create (the perception of?) democracy and good governance. Democracy and good governance are seen to 

incorporate accountable governance, respect for the rule of law and protection of human rights, among 

other aspects. These ideas are ideally embodied and promoted by ombud institutions, and undoubtedly the 

reason for the institutions existence. 145 Political will extends beyond the verbal or even written expressions 

of support for the ombud, but incorporates concrete decisions followed by action towards establishing the 

ombud in a manner that enables and empowers the institution to act with effect. 

Financing 

Closely linked to issues of political will, is the aspect of financing. The financing of independent oversight 

bodies is generally an issue of grave concern. All oversight bodies are financed through the 'kitties' of the 

executive arm of the state or public body, therefore dependence on the executive supply and approval of 

the budget is not a problem unique to the local level ombud. The contradiction in required operational and 

structural independence and actual financial dependence paves the way for a myriad of complications. 

The crux of the matter is simply that, following from the above, the 'power of the purse' rests in the hands 

of the executive, and by extension, the organisation. It is important to caution that the ombud office may 

thus inevitably be held to ransom by bureaucratic procedures for financing. 

Adequate Human resources 

One of the pillars for the success of the ombud is its human resources. This translates that, not only should 

there be enough staff to fulfill the daily operational requirements, but these staff members should be 

appropriately skilled to supply the necessary expertise. 

Senior staff within the ombud office confirmed that there was contention surrounding the development of 

an Ombuds By-law, however, the main area of concern was the lack of competent staff. 146 

The lack of competent staff within the ombud office up until the date of the interview was a major area of 

concern. One of the consequences of the lack of competent staff was that investigations were done that 

were outside the stated jurisdiction of the ombud. Investigation Managers were alerted to such enquiries 

by departments, and managers were constantly required to 'put out fires'. This placed a huge strain on the 

145 AWEPA, "Parliament as Instrument for Peace" in Sustainable Democracy and Human Rights: Occasional paper Series 8. (Unpublished, 2001), 15 

146 Interview, Lorika Elliot, Office Manager, City Ombudsman'S Office for the City of Cape Town (21·08·2007) 
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ombud's already battered credibility. The main areas of concern in respect of public investigations were 

cited as a lack of credibility, a lack of a clear mandate, and inappropriate terms of reference. 147 

On the level of the director, having sufficient knowledge about laws, policies and regulation relevant to the 

host organisation, as we11 as the processes and systems within the organisation is vital. Knowledge of the 

social context and dynamics, as we11 as human rights and gender is highly advisable. This would translate 

into the ability to deal both reactively as we11 as proactively to issues that arise within the organisation, and 

to those that present themselves within communities. 

While it is important to be apolitical, having political savvy can only lend to the improvement of survival 

strategies for the ombud. The political nature of local government presents a constant threat to the Office, 

not only due to the pursuit of the required political support, but also due to the need for the office to 

maintain its autonomy, independence and credibility. If the office was seen to be a political tool for a 

majority party or any other, this would severely impact the legitimacy and credibility of the ombud. Thus, 

the director of such an office should, while engaging in advocacy activities that would idea11y optimise its 

influence within the organisation, be able to maintain its integrity and neutral stance. 

Important lessons can be learned from the practices of the ombud internationa11y, and from these important 

roles, stems an understanding of the requisite ski11s; 

"In the case of the Finnish, Swedish. Norwegian. and other offices, the ombud may request changes 

in administration that affect everyone who has the same problem as the complainant who brought 

the case. The ombud may intercede and ask the agency in question to make procedures friendlier to 

h .. " 148 t e citizenry . 

The ability to deal dip10matica11y with people from a11 walks of life and a11 orientation is crucial. Above 

a11, the ability to provide strategic direction to the office cannot be overemphasised. Coupled with this is 

the ability to communicate these strategies to the executive and political champions of the organisation 

effectively and persuasively, in the absence of which, required activities would not enjoy complete, or any, 

support. 

147 Lorika Elliot (21-08-2007) 

148 F. Stacey, Ombudsmen Compared (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1978), page unknown 
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Managers require a similar knowledge of laws, policies and regulation relevant to the host organisation, as 

well as the processes and systems within the organisation. Administrative skills such as financial 

management, as well as investigation management and supervision skills are vital on this level. 

Knowledge on human rights and gender and administrative rights should be mandatory on all levels, as 

this forms, or should form, the core of all ombud activities. 

In the absence of these key competencies, the ombud will suffer dilution and its objectives will detract 

from those that makes the ombud what it is - a protector and promoter of human and administrative rights 

within the organisation of local government. The local level ombud should be more than a reactor to 

public complaints, but one that should use those inputs to address systemic, procedural and legal aspects 

that impact negatively on the rights of the citizens and constituencies of local government, whether they 

manifest themselves at the door of the Office, or within the communities the office serves. 

While the necessary skills-base is important for the office to operate effectively, staffing capacity in terms 

of the number of staff within the office to fulfill the various roles, duties and tasks necessary is equally 

critical. However, in 2004 to 2005, the ombud office was staffed by six members, and was deemed by the 

decision makers to be "fully resourced,,149 

Independence 

The ombud must be, and must appear to be, free from interference while performing ombud work, and 

should be independent of and separate from the human resource and other existing administrative 

structures. Furthermore, the ombud typically reports directly to the highest decision making body of the 

organisation. 150 Being independent and being perceived as independent is vital to the role of the ombud. 

There should be no interference from others in the organisation. While the ombud should know what an 

ombud is expected to do, similarly should the organisation have a common understanding of that role. It is 

further important to encourage i1ternal debate within appropriate forums about pitfalls for independence 

with relevant members of the Orgtnisation. 

149 Nomaindia Mfeketo, Executive Mayor, City of Cape Town. Speech given at the Ombudsman Conference on Administrative Justice, (16-11-2005) 

150 The Ombudsman Association. 2004 
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The ombud should be alert to possible threats to being independent. Independence includes the freedom to 

provide upward feedback. 151 In other words, there should be no bureaucratic obstacles to unbarred 

reporting access by the ombud to the City Manager, The Executive Mayor and the City Council. 

These aspects constitute some of the most crucial criteria for effective ombud operations. In the context of 

local government, independence should be addressed on a structural as well as procedural level. On the 

structural level, the organisational ombud should enjoy provisions for independent operation from typical 

line departments. A direct reporting line should exist between the ombud and the highest decision making 

bodies in the organisation. This would mean, for local government, that the ombud directly reports to the 

full Council primarily, and secondarily, to the City Manager and Executive Mayor. 

The procedure incorporated in investigations should also be underpinned by principles and methods that 

do not compromise its independence. This is relevant and applicable to evidence gathering as well as 

analysis and recommendation. 

If the Office is viewed as a liability to the organisation, the political will to ensure its effectiveness will be 

lacking. The regional Commissioner for the South African Human Rights at the time observed and 

problematised this dilemma, cautioning that "one would not keep a dog in the backyard and feed it 'till it 

grows so big that you cannot control it ... ,,152 

Accountability 

Issues of accountability are important for the ombud as it has a direct impact on the independence, or 

perceived independence, of the institution. The inherent problem posed by this concept, however, is that 

by virtue of the prescribed functions and structure of the organisational ombud, it poses one of the biggest 

challenges to the independence of the institution if not managed with the required skill, understanding, 

sensitivity and commitment to fair principles. 

Ironically, the roots of the threat to its independence stems from one of the requirements for its 

independence, that is, its accountability to the highest decision making bodies of the organisation, and to 

organisation as a whole, by proxy. As such, protocols, procedures and rules that aim to protect 

organisational confidentiality and interests should be adhered to by the ombud as a 'department' within the 

151 The Ombudsman Association, 2004 

152 Ashraf Mohamed, Western Cape Commissioner for Human Rights, 2004 
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organisation. On the other hand, the ombud, as a public body, is also accountable to members of the public 

who, as potential victims of maladministration by the organisation, seek objective assistance and redress in 

a manner that upholds unquestioning justice and fairness. 

Contextual Relevance. Efficacy and Viability 

While the internal arrangements of the host organisation should accommodate the requirements for the 

independent, credible and effective functioning of the organisational ombud, the institution itself should 

also incorporate the values, and exercise methods that promote its relevance to its users. Not only should 

the ombud reflect legislation and frameworks such as the Constitution, but it should also cater for the 

realities experienced by local citizens. Discourses on gender, human rights, and poverty should not be 

dismissed as extra-mandatory, but should be included in service approaches and used to inform strategies 

in relation to public education, as well as to guide recommendations. 

The trend that is increasingly becoming apparent in the area of public sector management, particularly at 

the local level, is the growing lack of trust of citizens. "Organisations are currently faced with growing 

challenges. one of them being that trust in leadership is declining. while constituents are reluctant to 

surface issues . .. 153 This seems to be a global phenomenon, and the correlation between the diminishing 

level of trust in leadership and the lack of surfacing of issues by the public is critically linked. When there 

is no credible recourse for citizens to redress maladministration or rights violations, citizens will hesitate in 

bringing the matter forward. 

The perception that matters will not be fairly and appropriately dealt with is a direct reflection of the 

leadership of the organisation and the resultant approaches to public service delivery. 'Getting it right' in 

terms of the protection of the rights of citizens at the very basic level of service delivery remains an 

elusive imperative if there are no effective structures in place to ensure this. 

Empowering Legislative Framework 

Another issue of importance is empowering legislation for ombud action. This refers to a legal framework 

that spells out the office's terms of reference, powers, jurisdiction, etc. Ideally, these should not be implicit 

but should clearly define the parameters of the institution in a durable framework that should not easily be 

153 The Ombudsman Association, 2004 
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retracted by the 'the powers that be'. This framework should further provide for all requisite factors that 

enable the ombud to operate independently, effectively and without threat or prejudice. 

"Law creates the classical ombudsmanfunction. it is appointed by legislative bodies and it has the 

power to doformal investigations. Its powers ofinvestigations rangefrom the power to subpoena. 

the power to promote and institutionalise strong legal safeguards for their independence and the 

confidentiality of their records. and the power to publish public reports. " 154 

The ombud office for the City of Cape Town has been established as per council resolution to, by 

implication, give effect to the Constitutional mandate, where the Constitution states that South Africa is 

one sovereign democratic state founded on the following values: 

1. Human dignity and the achievement of equality and the advancement of human rights and 

freedoms; 

11. Non-racialism and non-sexism; 

lll. Supremacy of the Constitution and supremacy of the rule of law; 

IV. Chapter 2 (The Bill of Rights) and primarily the equality clause in Section (9); 

v. Section 152 (a), which state the obligation of Local Government 'to provide democratic and 

accountable government for local communities' and to the duties imposed on local Government in 

terms of Section 195 (i) and (ii) of the Constitution 1996; and 

VI. The local Government Municipal Systems Act of 2000. 

The ombud's establishment and existence is provided by a Council Resolution, which can be rescinded 

with relative ease. Therefore, unlike the pure classical ombud, the municipal ombud does not enjoy 

national legal provisions that concretises and systematises its operations, neither is it afforded protection 

from legal liability. In addition to the procedural obstacles these deficiencies pose in relation to basic 

operations and investigations, this presents a specific threat to its credibility and the establishment of the 

office as a 'safe', 'confidential' and alternative dispute resolution system. While the ombud should fit in 

with existing arrangements for administrative regulation, it is imperative that the ombud be safeguarded 

154 M. P Rowe, Options, Functions and Skills (United States of America, The Ombudsman Association, 1995) 
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from having to expose their sources to victimisation in the course of judicial or administrative proceedings 

(such as internal hearings and tribunals). The effective maintenance of confidentiality and credibility is 

hinged on the provision of safety mechanisms, instituted by and within the municipality, which promotes 

confidentiality and privilege. 

Organised local government is legislatively mandated to find solutions for problems relating to local 

government generally. I 55 The autonomy of local government is further ensured through the following 

provisions: 

The Municipal Systems Act, in accordance to the Constitution, provides that the council of a municipality 

has the right to govern, on its own initiative, the local government affairs of the local community; to 

exercise the municipality's executive and legislative authority, and to do so without improper interference; 

and the municipality has the duty to use the resources of the municipality in the best interests of the local 

community and provide, without favour or prejudice, democratic and accountable government. This 

provision allows local authorities to establish mechanisms to ensure their effectiveness at their own accord 

and independent from the other spheres of government. 

In addition to this, a municipality must, in the exercise of its executive and legislative authority, respect the 

rights of citizens and those of other persons protected by the Bill of Rights. Citizens rights are thus explicit 

in the Act, which states that members of the local community have the right (in accordance with processes 

and procedures provided for in terms of this Act or other applicable legislation) to submit written or oral 

recommendations, representations and complaints to the administration of the municipality, and to prompt 

responses to their written or oral communications. This provision is construed as enabling legislation in 

terms of establishing internal mechanisms to uphold constitutional democracy, (and is currently used by 

the existing municipal ombud office to substantiate their activities, though no explicit legal provisions for 

the ombud currently exist outside of the 2000 Council Resolution). 

The City of Cape Town declined the proposal to pass an organisational ombud By-law, stating that the 

municipality was not empowered to pass a by law of that nature. A heated debate ensued in 2007, on 

whether the ombud by-law could be passed. 156 The By-law went for public comment in 2006, and 

subsequent to effecting changes emanating from this process, the by-law went back to Council, which later 

155 The Municipal Systems Act, Act No. 32, 2000 

156 Mbulelo Baba, Ombudsman for the City of Cape Town (2000 -current) (Interview, 08-08-2007) 
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declined the passing of the By-law. Arguments opposing the passing of the by-law included that the 

municipality was not legally enabled to pass the by-law. The ombud sought senior legal counsel on the 

matter and was advised that the Council was empowered to pass the by-law, as legislation made such 

provision. The debate illustrates the contention underpinning local oversight, and is indicative of the lack 

of political will to establish the office effectively. 

The pervasive lack of grounding and clear terms for the office poses a threat to the effective operations of 

the office, and in actual fact, reduces its effect, credibility within and outside the organisation, and limits 

action by the office in relation to its intended purpose. A By-law would ensure the durability and 

standardisation of the ombud proceedings, and would protect the office from the volatility caused by 

constant political change and its resultant constant organisational restructuring, uncertainty and 

vulnerability. 

While municipalities are provided the autonomy to establish and maintain its administration and 

administer and regulate its internal affairs and the local government affairs of the local community, 

Section 10 of the Municipal System's Act empowers the MEC to assign functions to the specific 

municipalities, and delineates the required processes for such assignment. J57 Therefore, in addition to 

mechanisms internal to local government, the MEC for local government in a province has been 

empowered to establish mechanisms, processes and procedures to monitor municipalities in the province 

in managing their own affairs, exercising their powers and performing their functions. 

Section 106 states that if an MEC has reason to believe that maladministration, fraud, corruption or any 

other serious malpractice has occurred or is occurring in a municipality in the province, the MEC may 

designate a person or persons to conduct an investigation into the matter(s). The alternative provincial 

establishment of municipal ombud offices may present an alternative avenue for establishment for 

municipal oversight on a higher level and possibly larger scale. The obstacles to this are, however, 

arguments underpinning the autonomy of local government in administering its own affairs, and 

constitutional provisions for local government as an autonomous sphere of government. 

Furthermore, the defined jurisdiction of the office led to a confusion of principles in that, firstly, the 

jurisdiction was meant for a classical ombud with extensive legislative protection and provisions, which 

157 The Municipal Systems Act. Act No 32. 2000 
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included privilege. One of the crucial aspects that had to be considered was that the ombud office was not 

protected by statutory provisions in relation to issues of privilege and confidentiality, and more 

importantly, provisions that empowered the ombud office to engage with the administration in an 

appropriate and effective manner. 

Mechanisms were proposed by the ombud to protect the office from compromise through being forced to 

testify in any formal judicial or administrative hearings following ombud investigations, and in so doing, 

protecting the privilege and integrity of the office. Additionally, permission was requested for the office to 

obtain separate, extemallegal counsel when and if necessary. These motions were however denied. 

According to section 5 of the Act, the Public Protector is competent to investigate any allegation which he 

or she may investigate under section 112 of the Constitution, on his or her own initiative or on receipt of a 

complaint. 15g While this provision is common to those for the ombud office, the office strictly reacts to 

complaints received. This is arguably due to a lack of strategy and vision for self-initiated investigations. 

Further, the fact that the provisions were not tailor made to suit the needs of both the organisation, in terms 

of what it required an organisational ombud to do, and the ombud itself, posed serious challenges that saw 

scant address. While a by-law was proposed to deal with the lack of appropriate legislative foundations 

and clear terms of reference, the move to institute the by-law was strongly opposed by the organisation. 

The ombud office and the defense of human rights 

In a recent interview, the ombud office was questioned on whether they considered gender aspects and 

dynamics in the course of the ombud work, to which the office replied that they had been "advised" to 

avoid human rights issues and not to include this in their function. 159 

This new approach arguably deviates from the original intention for the ombud, as all founding documents 

illustrate. Since a violation of administrative rights overlap violations of citizens' human rights, the current 

approach may lead to the further dilution of the ombud operations. As a matter of principle, prima facie 

cases only include those that will not have undesired outcomes such as having the matter end up in court. 

If the office is intent upon avoiding matters that are easily politicised, namely human rights issues, this 

158 Public Protector Acl, No. 23 of 1994 

159 Lonka Elliot (Telephonic interview, 27-11-2007) 
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will reduce the intake of complaints, with the majority of overlapping issues therefore falling by the way

side. These consequences of jurisdiction therefore have to be weighed carefully. 

The Constitution had consistently been cited as an implicit foundation for the ombud, and the promotion 

and protection of human rights have featured in the objectives and aims of the office until 2005/6. The 

omission of crucial principles is argued to detract from the ombud offices intended purpose and serves to 

add to the dilution of the concept of organisational 'ombudsing', and local level oversight in general. 

The omission further lends to a contrasting practice to actual environmental, social and political contexts 

of the South African local government experience. The lack of clear direction and deviation in important 

principles compromises the office in terms of its contextual viability, and ultimately, its effectiveness. 

Lack of understanding of the mandate, modus operandi and accountabilities ofthe ombud office 

The lack of understanding of the mandate, modus operandi and accountabilities of the ombud within the 

municipality, particular by members within the higher levels of the organisation, makes the office 

vulnerable. This is aggravated by a lack of political support to clarifY these misunderstandings and ensure 

provisions that clearly establish the ombud effectively. 

According to the current ombud investigation process, investigations are done by the departments 

involved in the enquiry. The views of these departments would be provided along with substantiation for 

the administrative action, usually in the form of a policy. In many instances, as per the requirement, an 

apology is extended for the deviation, and further, an undertaking is expressed to address the matter by 

'disciplining' the official concerned, usually stated to be a 'junior official'. Nothing is provided 

subsequently and the matter is closed and documented as having been dealt with satisfactorily. 

The citizen, on the other hand, receives no recourse, and no change in their unfortunate circumstances. 

If a matter were further escalated to the Executive Director (ED), according to the ombud's procedure, the 

director of that department and relevant officials would be interviewed by the ED. If the 

'recommendations' by the Department are deemed as reasonable, no further action will be taken by the 

ombud, and the matter will be laid to rest, particularly if the matter may lead to a civil claim by the 

complainant. 
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The summary of the process above indicates one of the greatest internal threats to the ombud. This threat 

involves the lack of a monitoring and evaluatory culture within state institutions, including local 

government, and the lack of an effective complaints-handling process that feeds into the impartial and 

independent approach of the ombud. 

The Hybrid Approach to Organisational Ombudsing, Confidentiality, and Privilege 

Due to the complexity of local government l60
, the ombud office has adopted a 'hybrid' approach to the 

local government organisational ombud institution. This means that the office views itself as operating as 

both a classical and organisational ombud. Due to the subject of the organisational ombud still requiring 

definition in the South African local government context, the merging of approaches poses huge 

challenges to the institution. 

The classical identity of the City of Cape Town ombud has been inherited through the original proposal on 

the Public Complaints Commissioner in 2000, when the terms of reference established were directly taken 

from those of the Public Protector. Bearing in mind that there are statutory provisions for the protection of 

the Public Protector in terms of privilege and legal liability, the City of Cape Town ombud enjoyed no 

such provision. 

Rowe defines the roles and requirements of the organisational ombud in terms of the above in stating that 

even with permission to speak, the organisational ombud typically will not appear in formal proceedings 

inside or outside their organisations. In order to safeguard both the appearance and practice of neutrality 

and confidentiality, they do not keep case records for the employer, and they resist appearing as witnesses 

in judicial or quasi-judicial proceedings. 

The organisational ombud maintains that there should be a privilege, which belongs to the office and not 

to any visitor to the office. In support of this practice, ombud have an agreement with their employers that 

the employer will not call the ombud in its own defence. 161 

While requests to provide for the safeguard of the office in terms of privilege were submitted to Council 

(2005), no move has been made to approve and institute these measures. The Office therefore remains 

160 Local government is regarded as having a corporate, state institutional and organisational facet 

161 Rowe, 2 
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vulnerable in tenns of its credibility and neutrality, should they be forced to participate III legal 

proceedings on any matter. The fact that the ombud keeps records further deviates from the typical 

organisational ombud practice and exacerbates vulnerabilities. While a change in this process in not 

necessarily a solution, institutionalised protection for the Office remains an imperative. 

The Ombudsman's Office for the City of Cape operates as a combination of the classical, corporate and 

organisational fonn of the institution. Therefore, the office undertakes investigations as per the classical 

ombud institution and keeps records of cases. This approach juxtaposes the organisational ombud 

approach that highlights privilege through infonnal proceedings and non-documentation of issues. There is 

as yet no real clarity on how the classical-organisational synergy can be created. This places the ombud at 

risk as it openly states that it is a hybrid institution. 

The Ombud, Internal Audit Unit and Legal Compliance Section 

One of the issues that require clarity is the misconception around the role of the municipal ombud in 

relation to the Internal Audit Unit (IAU) and Legal Compliance Section (LCS). The latter bodies are 

separate entities within the organisation, and are responsible for areas, which are viewed to overlap ombud 

functions. The key role of the internal audit is defined as the following: 

"To assist the (organisation) in discharging its governance responsibilities by delivering an objective 

evaluation and internal controlframework, providing a systematic analysis of ... processes and associated 

controls, providing information on major frauds and irregularities, reviewing the compliance framework 

and specific compliance issues, (and) renderingfeedback on adherence to the organisation's values and 

code of conductlcode of ethics ... ,,]62 

In view of this definition, the roles of the internal audit unit and the roles of the ombud office become 

quite blurred. One of the major areas of conflict is the issue of fraud and 'irregularities', more commonly 

tenned by both the internal audit and ombud practitioners as 'maladministration'. 

Further similarities are observed and one may conclude that there should reasonably be a strong sense of 

empathy between these institutions. These similarities are highlighted through the following: 

162 KPMG. available at <ht1p:/Iaci.kpmg.com.hkldocs/AC/lntemaLaudit_,ole.pdf> 
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"In attempting to adequately discharge their responsibilities, internal auditors ... report 

to senior management within the organisation, yet are expected to objective(v review 

, d d ,1"1:' ,,/63 management s con uct an eJJectlveness ... 

However, despite similar aims the IAU seems to have more clout than the ombud office. Municipal 

employees comply with the IAU much quicker, and more thoroughly than to the ombud office. One of the 

reasons for this is argued to be the explicit empowering legislative framework of the IAU, as contained in 

The Municipal System's Act. 

The human resource function and the Employee Assistance Program (EAP) also have similar functions to 

that of an organisational ombud. If the ombud is to prove its worth in any organisation, these areas which 

may be viewed as 'overlaps' should be clarified and the ombud should prove itself as a unique entity 

necessary to the development and promotion of democracy within the organisation, and within society. 

The process of defining the ombud's role should not, however, entail the deliberate dissolution of the 

ombud function in order to comply with cooperative agreements. It is thus important to assert that the 

ombud's role is significantly different by virtue of its focus on the complainant, which is held as the 

primary beneficiary of the ombud service. With other bodies, the primary beneficiary is the organisation, 

hence the interests of the organisation supersedes any notions of citizen rights. The distinction is vital to 

maintain and will only be facilitated through an approach that upholds the basic foundations of 

ombudsing. 

Quantitative Analysis 

Case Handling 

A useful indicator of the effect and purpose of the ombud is its case handling. In 200 1, the Office dealt 

with 107 complaints for the entire year. The contributing factors to the low level of cases handled were 

cited as the following: 

1. The opening of the regional Public Protector's Office; 

L k f . 164 
11. ac 0 resourcmg ; 

163 KPMG. available at <http://acikpmgcom.hkldocs/AC/lntemaLaudit_,ole.pdf> 
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111. Inadequate marketing of the office to the public; and 

IV. However, the case management of the office did not increase over the years and by 2002/3, 

statistics remained the same. 

The content of the ombud's six (6) monthly report, dated July 2004 to January 2005 allows one to gauge 

the effectiveness of the Office. Effect may be measured through the number of cases handled. The higher 

the number of cases closed to the satisfaction of the citizen, the more effective the Office is perceived as. 

Additionally, the higher the number of cases handled overall, the greater the perceived efficiency. The 

ombud office statistics on their case handling procedure reflected the following: 

Out of a total of 153 cases handled during the period under scrutiny: 

1. 60 cases were reported as being 'concluded to the satisfaction of the complainant'; 

11. 10 cases were cited as being 'concluded to the dissatisfaction ofthe complainant'; 

111. 29 cases were recorded as 'falling outside the jurisdiction of the Office'; and 

IV. 54 cases were still 'in hand' (pending! under investigation). During the period of this study (2004 

to 2007), the statistics showed no stark deviation. The statistics for 2004/5, as a sample, is viewed 

as an accurate appraisal applicable to the study period. 

164 While the Office served a population of 2893251 (Stats 2001). from the year 2000 10 2003. Ihe City Ombudsman's Office was staffed by the Director and Personal Assistant to 

the Director, who, despite the lack of requisite skills, was tasked to handle public complaints received by the office Complaints received were routed to the Departments 

concerned - in other words - the Office served as a notice to the organization. Complaints were thus 'investigated' by the departments - a process which included referral to 

subcouncil managers and line departments - subcouncil managers could not always act on complaints due to gray areas which they had no jurisdiction over and of unclear 

mandates in respect of issues which are generally the responsibility of respective line departments Additionally, issues routed directly to departments were subject to an internal 

departmental enqUiry involving the issuing of comment by the department, usually from the official involved in the complaint Responses were forwarded to the complainants and 

basic follow-up was done with departments to ensure that such comment was duly forthcoming The role of the ombud was reduced to that of a conduit of complaints, which 

severely impacted on the purpose and credibility of the office This approach continued until 2003, but was taken up again from 2005 to the present 
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Graph I 
(',"', ",.dled h~ 'Oe ",nh"" 

om"" (200-\ ~IX)~) 

n,e fact that (a) such a low number of l'ases have been handled. and (b) lhat such H large numb..- waS slill 

pending, refleclS: 

I. The lHcI: of public ~warcncs' "I' {he Office; and 

n. The lad: of c~racity within {he OlYLce. 

Addnionally, while +i_ 3'f'1o of ca,e, (60 cHse,) w~'re hHndleJ tn Ihe '"Iisfaction of the citizen.. Ilo follow

ups were rrutde on wn.,lher r~ol11mcnd"liom were in fact implcmclIlcd. The rcspon;cs thus fe/lee! 

" Hl;,faclinn' bH,eci on " lack of return of the enquiry from the citizen. Th;,. howc\'cr, could he due to a 

number "frea,ons. 

An mtervi~w wilh H m umcipHI c()unci\m re\'e"Ic,] that. whcre~s he used to f(Jl,vard complaints 10 ofticc. he 

had "no( "sed the offICe in a '" hile·. Accmding 10 the cuullciior. he h~d 10<;1 confidence in the o tTi"~ ..• 1" 
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Subsequcnt indcp.;nOCnt tollow_ups with pa,t complainants ,.~Iatffi that ,.~comrneooations w~,.~ llOI 

implem~nted, aoo that the statu< of the 

situation of the complaill<lnt and cause for 

the complaint was unchang~d. I". 

The results of an accompanying citizen 

satisfaction surwy were intended to 

provide an indication of thc >llti,faction 

bel ofthc public In re<pcct ofthc ombud 

office, Thc, results, however, reveal 

UIICXp;cted Insight< on tl", awareness level 

On th~ offLce by citizens III thc Capc Town 

amI, with 88'% of the respondento being: unawarc ofthc ornbud's existence, nlese re<ults ha'-e ken noted 

dCopitc a high level of dissati<faction witll City of Cape TOWll ,en-jce< recorded \\ithm tl", ,ampl~ 

populHtion_ 

76",'0 of the respondent, stated that they were di<sati<ticd with the treatm~nt HOO ,e".-jc~, tlley received 

from the City OfCHpe Town, and 37.3 ~--;, ,tated that they ha,'e rai,~d lllatt~'" with council structure,. <Jth<:r 

than th<: ombud Offic~ , 35%, of respondmt< who raisc-d i"u~o direTtly with council I throug:h kiter< and 

td."honicHlly) stated thHt they ha,-e rec~i\~d no response, IhHt 'you ar~ alway:; ref<:m:d or pili On hold', 

"'-'TIl fi-om one pcrs()!l to anothn, and thai 'Ihey (offICials) are rude and unhelpf\11'. Further responses 

indicalc that 'nothing: is being done' and thaI Ihcy 'don't havc (he POWCT ', 

Subj~ct t" wceiving information on th~ offic~ by the rn~a",hn (pamphkts provid~d by the ombud "tIic~), 

citw.:n, re,pond~d positively t" qu~'Stions on ho" Ih~ ombud "mce could mah a diff,;r~nce t" th~m, 

R~spono~' included the following: 

I, ThHt the offic~ cwld a"ist in hdping to solv~ probkm:; whm council ,taft' docsn't assist wdl: 

LL By informing the people ahout them, th~y CHn hdp "son oUl prohlem'''; 

Ill. By helping citizens becaus.; the council <taff i< rude and unhelpful ; 

IV_ By heing their ,-oice: 
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v_ By hemg more vigilant mod assisting WOCT" needed: 

VI. By slrengtocning community relaTionships wilh The municipality: 

' -II By listening to what the people have 10 say mod """t "nd "compkle one Ta,k aT a 11m,," 

"", By e<lucating pcoplc and infonn ing people ahout the ombud-, office; and 

lX, By talking To the Councilor to improvc sCr\-ices, 

/'.11 of lhe at.."" fall within the ambil of ombud otrlce, Ilowc\'cl', thc problem of the communities' bel: of 

awareness on tIK: office and tIK: r",ultant undcr usagc of Thc ombud and lad: of access to thcil' SCr\-lces, 

po,e certain yueslion, 10 11K: "ay Ihe officc currcntly opcl'a\<:s . Effccti, -cncss can I'cally only bc 

accomplishe<l if you arc reaching your target bcncliciaries and if the,.., i> adcquate awareness on and 

~ccess 10 the officc, 

l'erception SlIl'l'ey: Peer Reriews 

Two dep"rtmclIts wne intcTviewed in 
,., 

the prox"" of peer rev,cws, ' Thc rc'ponses rdkcl a gl'H.X1 

\lnde"m nding of what the omee doc, and it, pUIpOS<: , Thi, i, largdy alinbUled 10 lhe fuel lhal loc office 

h~d made \'ariollS prCSCntalions 10 somc departmcnts on thc ombud's roles, functions a",l proccsscs. and 

h~s a vcry go..:xl proccss of liaison a",l communication with dcpartments_ The office wa> .. en to contribute 

to council ollj ecti\'e> by promoting bir process"s_ The isslLe mised hy the dep"mnent of finance was the 

capacity of slaff. Skillcd personnel WCI'C requil'cd. as wcll as grcatcl' capacity (n\lmCl'ically)_ 

The dcpal'1ment of I,nance further demonstrated clarity on the role< and di ,unction of the oftlce in term> of 

the ]'",nan 1''''OutC", department (employce a"iqance programmes). the Internal Audit Unit and the 

Public Protcctor. Thc Dcpanment of 110\lsing madc no di'tmction between the omb\ld officc and the 

P\lblic Protcctor. rciC1Ting to them as a single entity . IntClllal edlLcation programmes wOlLkl al,o en>UI'e 

that no confu"on e"ists concerning the role arl<l function of the ombud in tel''''> of Oll-ler bodies ,uch as the 

Public Protector 

Thc obstadcs currcnTly f~cing The office can be summarized as The following: 

'" __ ' ..... "" .... y"'"', o. ,,~_ ,iF....." "" '" c""" '_ I """"""" ,'.,,", X>.17) '''' "' __ ~~."., ,-... <~ ~ "" ..... c., '" C"", '_ 

I'_'_,'~>J_~JO ' I 
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A lack of enabling and appropriate SWftl1ol'Y provisions clc:u-ly ddining the ombud's powers of 

investigation, alLthority, and tCml' of ret"r~nce: 

lL An inadeqlLate unders"mding of the ddinition of it> role, both within the otlicc, and within the 

organization: 

HI. An inadequate kno'" lcdgc ba,e duc to the incoJlSl,tcncies in its ~stabli>hment. mm the ex~cerbation 

of this iJisumcicnt kJlowlcdge thrOllgh the culture of secrecy and illtransparency within tfle 

orgmulaflOn: 

lY . Th~ lack of political will to e'tabli,h ombud offke efTcdi,-dy: 

y _ The tmdition of tfle non-evaluat ion mllllre within th~ organi7.ation: 

vi. A lad. of etleC'1i\'c. fair nnd nppropriatc complaints IWJldiing pf()cedur~s within tnc rnunicip"lity ~s 

a whole, and a lack of understanding of fh~ omhud' s role in this process: 

VII Th~ lack of'"'.1tegic M anagCllxont of evaluation and l1l<JnilOring acti Yitics: and 

\']1 1 Th~ lack of in 'l illlt ional s"ppotts. and resourcc' . 
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CHA I'T ER SIX 

Conclusion 

_\1lL~h emphasis i, pl3ced on the rolc of the national omhud in<titution, and other ffiltioffill Chapter Nme 

bodJes, However. cvcn Ihough Ihe IOC31 lcvel i, Ihought 10 enj oy Ihe allention of the<e bodies. lhc f""t that 

capxity wn,tminb. ~mong other Things, imp~ct th e ir ab il ilY to ildcqu3tely aJJre<s is<ues at this leye l ha< 

not been a<kquatciy ocednJ. Wocl'e one does not perccive a prohlcm. one d",,< nO! perceive a need for any 

",Iul ion, 

The contribut ions of local le,-e l oven,ight toward. The attainment of contine ntal ~nd oo TioTwl priorilies. 

which tr~nsc end 311 sphcres of gm'emmenl and p"netrate all leve ls of society, ~r~ not mk4uatdy 

understood, This 13c1: of unOCrst3nd mg. among other things. translates into the bek of aOC"lllate support 

for the effectiw c,tahli,hmenl of the loca l le,'el omhud imTitution, rile bek of lLndCThT~nd ing 1\ 

cxacerhated by a lacl of lnowledge on how to effectively establi,h local kvd ovcrsighT. Ch~lmcls of 

rc'pOrting ~nd a~eo lLm ability that do not comprom ise its purpose. but yet. explic itly tit into th e ICf~ i , l ativc 

and instirutioffil l frame"ork of govcrnment arc eru~",ITo the ombud's cfYcctiwllcss The ombud should 

furTher lx; offici~lly involved in poli cy procedure, that promotc a proactiv. promotion of citizen< ' righl< 

within the 3dministmlion 

There is ~bo 3 n,-cd to empower citizcns Ihr01lgh civic 311d human ,. ight< education '0 that they can 

<km~l1d account~blc and lI'~n'pw'ent gOyern311 Ce from th eir governments and local authorities . It is argued 

that 'for c itizen< to do this effectively they need to overcome a lot of ignorance and fe~r - it is much e~,ier 

to govcrn and cxploit people who ~re poor. ignorant and tearful' 1(" When there is fullher no knowledge 

on the avenuc, for r""ourse and redress, a ",riou< que <lion need, to be posed con""rning the ult imate 

effect of the oftice, 

"" ',' M ...... I ~ __ ., "''''""''~~ ;..-_~, ~, " .. '''''' .,,,",,. "'"'~ c . ..-"" ~ ". , '~"'" ."", ~~, ~ "" , .. _ _ ''''''''- c ........ " 
I .co It' ''''''''''''''''''''''''. "' .. , ."' •. ,"')'I', 

• • " __ "",,, ,."" , .. . .. ", ~","", ~ , • • "M ' ........ U __ " . ... ~ ,."" ". """, ,~ ~ ~ • . ,',~ . " , ' ~ '._ .. _ "" """'~ ""'.~ . "'. ~ 

"" """"" n ~ "e M, "~ ~,., "" • .-, ..... ~ u,_". ,*" D.'''''''''_''~ • _,." ~~~" ""_'t" " "" ' ,_; ~~"""~ ,_,' ""~~,,_ 
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Knowkdg~. in/onnalion and ace"" to the office are of primary imrortance. According to the Fonner 

pr~si(knt of South Afhca. Thaho \.Jbcki, "(Ombudsman) pmcrdu,-(',,- wid pro" "$sr$ ml/$/ be s;"lpl(', 

wulers/umiable and aa'e"sibl" /0 ail " (il) sho"ld be <,us;!,- wililill reach oI/he "rdina~r cWoen .. . ",.. 

Political will is seen 3' an essential ingredient to the succe" of the ombud office. Political will can he 

lI'an<lated into adequate re"mre. allocations lor th . omhud. as well as the pmvisi(1n of arpmrriate 

gW\11I<1ing kgal jil\lTIdations that clearly de/ine appropl'iate tenm 01 refel'ence_ At prc,ent. the ottice's 

elk,,;! IS Se\ ~rdy curtail.,,] by a lack of rhese ["'lui'itc fhctun;, 

eor rractical purp">es there "". us to oc ~n ~ppropriat~ r"vi~w or f"ll()w up on ,ecommendations 

emanating from the ombud offic~ to cnsur~ impl~n",malion ofth~ principln ..... hich wa~ mao., in pursuit 

of the goal, toward, good gO\'ern~nce_ In the ah,;ence of th i,;, the ha,;i,; upon which the ot1iee currently 

mea,;ur~,; its "Icee" i,; not validated_ 

The ombud oJtice ,hould funher be dl'iven with a vi,ion for the uplifrm em of ,,,,, iety in a manlier that 

uphold, their dignity, e<Jl1'llity and >en", that they will he heard and rc'ronded to in an efkctive and 

appropnat~ mmmer. 

In kImS of th~ ~bov~, the rnuni~ipal ombud explored in this ,tudy {Ioe, not e",wntly ad~quatcly suppon 

our constitutional dtmlOCrocy, and resuhantly faib to play a m~aningful d~vdopm~ntal rol~ ..... ithin the 

municipality_ Onc of the cau<c, of Ihis i, lhc lack of conccptual understanding of thc purposc. aLms. 

objective, and meaning of an ombud in I'elation IIJ thc vahl~' that underpin the dcvelopmcntal Statc, 

Political dir~ctiws Ihat pro<Cl'ib<; Ill<: handling ofsocio·ecooomic ami human righls i"u~s by the ombu{1 

timhcl' curtailthc oWec tinm op.;raling indcp.;nd~nt ly and from adopting an approach filling thc contcxl 

of it" hene/ic;arie,_ TIlis prohibition is based in thc ])I'cmise that lnlman I'ights issuc' ar~ easily politicis.;d, 

partic\I]a,-ly in thc conte~t of local go\'emm"llI. ih an imkpcml~m body, the omOOd ,hould MVC ckar 

guidclincs and discretional pow~rs!O d~al wlih ,alid complaints ~gamst th~ administration Ih~t involv~ a 

violation of their socio-~conomi~ and hUTllan right" A process that allows lor th~ sp"~{ly and effective 

addl'"" oflhe,e complaints would prevcnt burden' on both Ihc municipality amI the citizcn. 

".., ,,,"'._ ~o "'","' "~" .... "'''' , ....... ,., - ,,,,,",,, "bud , _ " "," """'" ""'" 01. ,_ ' '''''" "' ''' ,.."~ , ~""""*',.~. ,.,.. 
'''''- 'OJ>,"_ Tho ~_,' « ... , .... ,~ c" .. ~-'" ~. ,~, ... _. ,' • • c;" ,,.. ,,~ ""', ' , ,-~ c., "' c.,~ T"~ 
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While tllC1 .. arc "UI1I<'1 .... ,~ c,," ~ ,lmcnt~ til tbe cffccll\c 0ller.nioll ' of the "mood um~"C. the vslue that thIS 

ull'R-c can boIlS 10 rcali<mg the JlNtI. "r g ........ gu .... Trlanoc and matruaining 3 IIIUII3" "gh,. cultU1\: "nllln 

the .... ~IIII:;.allnn IS ull(kojahle 

In '~'Spcc:t to 1~ ~ ~nl>ud "Rk ... "I:>J~'C1 lu lit,s . !lllly. i. is ","" duc regard 10 thIS l~fl<'Cl""C I~t the 

problem. highhllll1cd Ih' .... ,JPl .... ,t llt,. pltpcr 1lI.'\."d be al"I".~ I,om th~ h'll""" Ie\"t'l wl ilun t.ho.; 

O1"g:lIll:;.aIIOn. In dnl ng W. lhe comm,'m .. nl Iu CUrl>htuli<>nal Impcrali\"C!>. ami I"" ml .... (">l'I of p;1"'~'S lho" 

mallrT mOSI. n.a11lcly lito:: C1111cn< ,,( nu' CIII ••. and "'IT """"'ry. \\"wlJ crfectivcty be d.:mnnSlrated. 
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lntervie.,v Schedule 

Intcrvkw Schedule 
Name Dc arlment 

Hden Zlllc ___ -, .. 1aY(jr's Office 
Achmat Ebrahim _ Cil):~lar:taim'& Office 
Mhulelo Ilaba City Ombud>1mJn 's Offic~ 

, Exe~'.llil'e Mavor 
City' \fana"er 
City Omhu(i-;man 

2-i O~ -2007 

In 11-2007 

!
08-08-

1

2007 ' 

c.-.-=c-c=cc-----c=-nc===cn=c- _____________ +3~1~-O~;~-2~])])~8 
4 Lnrii..aE!iiOl 'CilyOmhudsman'sOffic~ Investigation 21 "OS-2007 

Mana2cr 
5. firance n"panment Manager: Re-/enil~ 
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'~b\'e II heanl <Jflhe O ty Of1lb\ld ~II~U1 '5 Offl<>:? 
y~ 

No 

6 . Wh ..... l d Id )'QII he:lr OOo.ll lhe Ollob .... lsm.1f1 's ()lTice? 
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to, Wllnt Wn< the cOlllp imnt 1,1.)Ollt1 

11 W~rc '"'' IQJIIlY mth Lhe <crVL~C' uf II .. Omlmdsm,'II)'! 01lk,,'/ 
y~ 

[2, W~S y,m[ wallmg llm~ fo r n r.-spCllse from the Omb'lrlsm~\1 ' 5 Oftlcc; 

o 
n 1(,.""sulUIl>le 

o '[,,,) 1»ng 

13 Was the Ombudsman'& omco ~blc to a.'>Sl,'>' you? Why! Why noP 

- --

14 "'h ... ~ I"'llCitlS and pruCC'5!~ l1lvol,'~"\J III y"ur comphunt cl~ad}' etplained And ~'1lSy to ti,n"w? 
I y~s I 
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No 

15 flo you IJCrcclye 1he Otlice 10 b~ ""ICp(lIIll"nl'l 1'1"",'''' e"pb"," 

I"~II" you ror )"<lUI"linle ~nd Stlilporl 
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1 
I 

Survn Oue~tionnaire; Evaluating the effe{livene~~ of Ihe 'lunidpal Ombuds Office 

r;
~ . 

!'IE: This questionnaire is intended as an evalua lo'1' mechaoism ror the Munkipal 
Ombuds Oilier ... ilhin your organizatioo. and forms part of.a 360 deg"ee eval"ation. 
Kindly do oul refer the questionnaire to the Om bud, Office, as a separate 
questionnaire is being adm,nisteTed fOT such purposes. In doing so, the resul", of the 
questionnaire and the researdl as a whole will be comprom,sed The reseaT~h~r 
abides by tile LeT code of Elhics for reseaHh and the respunse, will be used solely 
for the purposes of academic devdopmeot. Thank you for }our lime io contributing 

I 10 thJ~_res!:~r5h. J 
1) To your underscl:ldlng. alld in terms of ih role within tbe :Municipality, why 

was the Ombuds Omce established? 

2) How dues it currently C!mtribute to Ihe overall ohj ectiws of tl,t 
municipality? 

3) What are the Frima.) r ... ncti~n\ of tbe Om!)I.H:!s OlTIce? 

:'J.II ,P.IC<"!l"'~";l p~\·ld.~!i' D~, "''' ' ,' ',\'jll t,~ ,1~El'. ",.!l'_'CC'G,Jj;:~ '" : J,~ i_C) (,,,,k ur ":iu,, Ji I 
.".o"",,,dc '."I,Hel. ",,',; '1;1" ,'p~'(j)..r;"l' ,,["" .• ";'0" w"c;-,,~; .; ,Cjj"U\ '. '~.Lm"" , i':' :' 
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4) What are the id~mifiet.l necessary sup[lorts that you pro.id\, tu the Offic\' for 
ih effective oprration? 

5) \\'h~t ~re the mr,in i:.rw tkngcs 1" the elTec.dw mlii~ltenance of mel! ;1]1 :lfficc, 
i.e. ;n term s of p"O\ ill ing n\'ces:lary mpports? 

6) 1s the Offitc effective [I: neClle;,,!!: ilS mandated responsibilities? Please 
explain why/why not? 

7) How do you percein the Tale of tbe DmbLJd;; Gillce it] n·l::tti3J1 to: 
a) The Interna[ A"d,1 Utlit 

'''':' ";5,,,''''''&' , ::"""Lrtd !~ ,ii, ""'" ,,'.2 :", ·:.'Od<. ""'~j ""~);j,,,~ '" c.:" L'C j C,,-,c ."" _""."; ", 2 
Y -,,'<c",L ,,,,,ie,, r"" ,J," ".""W,W:lt p,,->le,'-!Gl' C"""tI!;:.;'~ ,,'''' '''''' !WOrrill."G~ 
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cj Th~ P"blic Prrrtectol' 

IHANK YOU FOR YOUR COXTRffiLTJON TO THIS STUDY, AId .'OR 
YOLR TlME. 

FairollL I\agia-Ludtl~ 
Srudcnt: UCT, lvlphil Pubh~ Policy 
ContUCl 072 64 1 7092 

."-''' "Li,;rJjCl'_~" l_'J0"cd<l;" &" '";"~:" -"u "" j~;.li,. "'i"""'cu,dL"~'~ 0.:~ Lei em;" d '-'~"-C" J." 3 
'<..o,~;"c·k "c", ;,', ",-·,····"'0' ~~.'_'''-'>'' :c,e p"~-ec.,,~,, ,,-'-;;".,,=~ ,"""""', , ,o.!',-,-, .~",~ .,~ 
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I. 

, 

I 

News 

(itis first ombudsman vows to put right what people think is wron~ 
·PUTTING people 11"1 ~nd 
~uttin~ thini" "iBM", ), the 
motto Dr (he CIl 1 of Cape 
1'ow1)" ne\y on,bud'man, 
Mb"l~loBaba 
I" an interview tili, "'"e~. 

h< pled~e~ he WQuid "ad ". a 
<ata[j'S\ between a~ ~ ric."d 
l'uldenh .nd tho 
adnolnhtration" 

A, the ombud,man, ne wil l 
;n' e.ti~~te and deal with all 
fmm, <>f mabdmini.!t"'l i"n to 
protect (ho public "~ain,! 
ahllS" 
B.ba, who ~rn .. llP ill 

GU~ul. th" and wbo ,"ys he is 

--~.~-

aUlr::U\J~l ~'I-IiI-LIi" 

SI"N' R~llor1~" 

the country', flrot (ull-Ume 
rm",ioip.l omhudsman, .Iart' 
",',...k on May 1, ll~ ha' boon in 
the po,ition on • colltract 
h",;. ,ince Sept em her 200;) 

"W e 've h.d a low profil e 
deliberatel~ b ee.u"e we did 
not have enOU\l]l ,taff," he 
,ays, "We t!id nol publici« 
tnl. offk. hec~"se on~ ovuld 
ju.t im"£i"o lhe ,o]ume Df 
""or~ thaI lYe ",'ould receive 

fron, 
III h 

Ii.new Hl. office "in" to have " 
turnaround timo of le,_, lnan 
3\ day. to conclude invo.tiga_ 
tion,_ For exa", ple, En lnves 
!iil-olion .,ould t.o oondllcte~ 
if ., »orne 0 .. '''''' compl.ined 
al>out )li, neiihl>our building 
on hi, proPel"jy. An inv~'ti 
iator from B"b,'. office, wltn 
tne pl.nning depOl'tOlent, 
would handl~ tho inve,tiIlO
tion, 

The oWce would abo make 
recommendation< on how to 
pl'event future i n<idenl< 

Telephonic "",nplaint. aoo"t 
uncolle cted 'efu .. , ulltid y 

.------~--~---.,----------------------

puhlic 'poce.' or "roet I 
that do nol wor~, for '",t 
would he Imme~;ntel}' 
wo,dcd tD the relevont '" 
men" for action 10 l>e ta 

/loh" ,ays "cltb.e'" . 1 
be m, .. "lted ahaut the 
and qual\t\' of .ervic", 
t)loy rocdve from the", 
istl'Otion, elli""l' . hould 
e'I",1 ""ee .. to the ,e.r 
and cHi'e'" ,hOllld ro 
couriosy, respect ant! Ct 
er. ticm, " 

The ombud,man c. 
r,,"ched on ll'Jl 400 1A~7 < 

U21 ~oo ~9~2 
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6 
_._-----

Ombudsman: impnwinf!;: public sen 'lce 

Complaint? Here's 
tbeman to 
MI'OLl51 GOPHE 

'flUl CAPE Town City Cou»dl lLa. 
"?[(Iint«i I n onlbud .maLl ( ~ • ?ro· It"''' ~c,"\ln(.bl", " 'nn'pn,'N'( nml 
''''I''n,;''';' ' l",,~l .""'emm. nt, 

Mlml.lo Motl.! Baba Ih i i W~~ 
ar"'pted hi • • w e mtnl') Ll\ ,~ tM COUn· 
cil', V .... lo'll of the pLl~llc ~rOl""tor. 
j";"ltL~ ulh"t Mw )I\,". ~~n \1\ th e 
Cit:! orC.l'" Town "\"","~n\Oln(, 

I., h., be<n ~otlL\~ In U,o j'Jb ,in, ... 
the ""Ielty ..... fm"nt .. l ,,,2I.l00 0,,<1 
"ell. a 10" 1)<"0(110 ,,'b11. the 1""K!h)' 
ro<~"c(\I,.j,,~ P<'-" [n J"'.4. .. nl~l" 
th .. ~V"h (UrlMr .. ~ n'I"I.,,·., Iu". 
dc'<'illOO hi, hIli"". 

"No .. ' Ihat I h.o" b...,,, I"c~y 
cro:URh ~ "" aPl'O\J .leo!. leolA< .1 .... 1(1 
k ll,.: .. 'h~I-" lu 1<I<I~o co~\"l~in'. 
. ...... t n'" ol'fu:W. ~l1d dcl.1tlO H. ll>e 
«.0...,11. '''''''-'': other ,I> inll:".· I ,~ so kI. 

QhW1.onh.iallyon M.o ~ I 
'II", pn hIUJ Q"'rut..(C 01 h,. ntr ..... 

II> it~ m.ol.hnl.r>~'3tlon_ ,"'" 
no";",, or ~ny OIl, .. ~Dell&llOrJ whod, 
ill1Oli.,. jnf"_8' of (' '''00''''( ~u· 
' lOnal ,"W> •• pi " ullVldll.k .... "m or 
,,~~ 

O>-~ ..... he < ... ~.~.li,," h;. nt1'let: f. 

~11I1 "I'h I~ .bon'llI. <ou ndl' , 
.fll,,~vd bl ,ht Ul" ull 00"01 in 
w,,~, .~. r.t"""h, k>."'n~ tile boo'ol 
~.eUfH 10011'*I0&I0 

1'''', .Cl' .. '''~n', ",hlel, woo ~Ucl:'-,I· 
\y .. ,_,,,,.1 w i,hout jll.lbIJ< o"mult.
IIOIl, II., R'>K~' (>d r ,," hl',n!> .,ll" luvi; 
U,~ m"Lt~' 10 tM olllhuololll.n .,. a loot 
r OSOrt, 

Other 00"1\\\8111 t! !n th'~. fi lth in 
l "f."'m~l S"Ul."'enls, U n .1. and 
'\l"Ot.~j, lL10lu~h1l: tM c.,p<" 'row", ,II. 
d,,"l1c'C~ ' 11>.1 rank. 

n(,,~," are Oon' ~,I.;" in (he 
.~l'Nval o( b\1ll~ tl)5 pt."., eml"~ 
connell ~1'OI .. ,tt .. "....:\ hf <r l~" .... h 
..~l [)c~ OfllOl_, 

"III ... d, ""..,. t iNoIi,,, U., ,-.t.n"l 
d_p •• ,u,,,nu or tnfOrtl! tI.e com 
pllI,,"" " .buut .. 1:>01 "bol".., do"" to 
I"!!SOh-e IIIe nroblloO".·' he ",;,t 

Qlpol\)WO b:lm and hred &tasUl 
,hal d,,,;nc 'he ""'1Or', L1Sle" in~ 
I~"''''' 1.oOj}<>OJ" hobn-.:lmony P"<t 

ph. did ,"" knt.oo- ""' .. ,,,hts ""'""""
h'.lh~ "",.1 oUlhor" y and hIJ olIire 
"\)1,ld h .. ~ ""',po.br1os to a<Idress Ihi>. 
o,,~ or .ht r.on~MI(I\' .. o nld be • 

~r." ... 10 1>0, r..riOllnMl '" rcl>wl. "" 
..... , '~""Ibud""...., "" aU ~bOtII 

to 
Wilt aooul 11..-", milliun poOpl, in 

C."" T""'n , Bobo . ncl hi. luu .... ia, 
.Ionlo will n<>l t>e ,l>I< (0) clo,1 with .11 
1;1'''''''''''''' , .nd h< hoi, p"""",",,1 Ih .. 
hi&.I"ffhe i'IC1',,"oorl lu .'I""t 2(1 

He ~""'m" in'lOlv"-1 in 1::<:>.1 ROY" " . 
ll,on' ill lOOZ .,hen he ,",", nproinl'," 
ohioi' """,uliv,, ul II" Mfuloni Lo-c.1 
CUUllcil, Att,,· n-.. ,1'1 nllm k lP;<iW". In 
the ~reawr Cop" TU,",'I) or "" "0,'0 

''''''-~ into """,., admini.hti""., hi, 
, .. , .-..dopl-:)yOO "' .,.,"'" "'"""11<,- ..... ' 
the .,,,a b.,fum ,.kin. ~ deputy chid 
e'eouti¥o Job ,",'ith tb, SA !I"'n~" 
1(; '" ,I. C<:lu,miuion in ,IoN" ,,,,,,1>-,,, 

Bob., Wh";6 '" hi' "tid-tA. , It .. 
'1"',,( '''"cll ofth,,"''':lot , ..... ~ "'",y. 
1I'Il: .lId .. <Jrkio,.; 01 t1"'''n''' 11tt!. 

II~ obtamed a RA d..:ru:t in l1><iAt 
""M"" [roll< th~lI"l',,"~y <I Soull, 
Md.", in UBI. an boooU.-. d~ In 
""..w~ stud ... rm.."", I/nl_ 
o" yot 11,. W ... t~.cn Co pe ao.d I ..... 

II!<s in rounlic I1IIm ini •• ,.,.;" .. !rum II", 
"", ... rs"v"~"'~ 

In ~003, "aba 'lUd ,1'd ,"" TOI~ o. 
ombu ........ io lnIpIm~"~ publle_ 
.-;"" in l.ondon. and ... ' YU' PISSi'd 
,I>e W"-~IOB OmlnIt!.m;o,n "-'<1 . 
.1_'~Otnbud.Jrum 1011'Iu.oDRl. 

• 1 

l',,-C\ \ 'i 
1- ____ _ _ 
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theA.NC grows, ,,£' 
h Id 1- 0-;'; 

As 
we s~ .. ou watcll our ~ '" 
precious watchdogs 1~ 
A'vIO":-;G the Qutoom~. of South 
.\Iri,,', multi-~.rty con&til'l,ional 
nOl[o'>ation, .;a. a ,orr.mitm~nt to • 
complex •• ob oflaw" imtitutiom, 
Ol"'r>tion.i routir. .. md pmct;c"" 
de. ignro to ools'" the d;vor"it~ '>(ld 
yibraocy of our yQ1ftl~ democrac)'_ 

Holdingtcrge:l-.er:!::is bir-.hright of 
the new nation was .. ha, to outsidert5 
m.)' h,v, appe.reLl '0 oyerl)' 
del>il<>d ,nd el.lx-,"te ,y ;;t~m of 
c~k', baiancos, guaran''''''. ]Xliiti
c_u insuraoc~ ]Xllicies ann ros,raim;; 
[l€r-alning:o an Y M'" ]Xl"'e!' ~li,e, 

At 'h~ centre of bi3 prDtec(i,,~ 
safety not, cd course. ~;",,:i;e new con
stitution, .wr.~ with its Bill of~ts 
and the Ct.apter9 in>tjt~tior.>_ 

The ire pre",i " •• rr. y of i nd"l"'1 ' 
d~nt wa"Mo~ bodi., wos ~".b
lish~d to , uppo r t ;i~"lOcraOY by 
ensuring that 'h~ po!>"r ri~hts ,n;i 
fr~Moms ~r>nt"<l to our rio"ly 
di'l~r~ dti'''''r:' would be j~alou,ly 
g-~"r;ied ""d ,d",n",d through proc
tic"; .c,ion 

[, is pr~ci'~ly tecau&e of South 
Ali'ica';; ;,j,tory (( :C.., w.fili "o"" en
!,",ion uf politic.l power and it> 
w"ole,al~ • bu.~ th at muhi-~.rty 
ne~otiato" Ll~emeLl it oeee,,,,-,y to 
produce .uch an ~l"borat~ ,et of 
do! ensi v~ measures. 

[, is as! true, or OOllrOO, that .. ,ial 
a 1=1> uf ]Xl""'" "" iJ!J. f~ ",od rOO
son, want to extract InnegQtiaticn;; a 
fairly detati"ll curr"nitn",nt tha, any 
iocomin8 .dminiSErOlion would not 
do unto th~m as [hey hall fo.- Sf) lon" 

r'" _~,lTf»~WID~~ 
. .. S 

AJ\"1iOi~Y "",,' 
JOKNSON 

In (\f!(ilini ,-'th the e .. ",OUsruner.t 
ann goYerni!t1f pr'ncil'le. of the,. 
wa[C"ctQ~ bodie', t;' . cDn>t;tutlon 
r"<luir~' thO' th~y "" inllependent. 
impru1:Lu and ~x.n:i"" their powen 
"i!hout ;",1.1", famu" o.-prejuili", 

W,er organ, ()( ""'t~ = =luir.d 
tu pro'''''t and assist t,,~ .. lnsdtu_ 
tion> tu enSUre their L.,dep~nd~nce 
and effectiYenes;;, Bm th~y moy "'" 
in terrere with the [ur.c,ionlo g or 
,r.~'~ bodie', whkh a.>-e accounl1!ble 
to th~)le(I!lje ,':a .r.eir pUblldy . lected 
reDr~.ent. 'jYe, .itEn~ in p~di.
,nrnl', n,tional =blj', 

Th~ cQ~_"ituti,on .i>u . tipulates 
:1""t,n indep"n de~t .uthuri!)' mu.! 
re~ula'e bro'Qcastin i in te .• broad 
public int"rest, a. well "-, enSQ,." f~ir 
noss and a (\iver.;ty c'!views br<>adIy 
",pr_r. eng tio uth Afi";oan "",,\ely_ 

ThNe ar~ or coune nU;n~rou. 
oth~r mea,ures ;i~'i~D.d '0 .n.u~r 
that '_he new po:;,;'-'.l pow~r eif,~ .. 
nol ""com~. law umo them,~l. 
awl remain occoumable to the e)ee 
torH e with ilS diver .. o~~ d. "",d 
Interest" 

Among llleSi' are :l-", -""poration of 
power. wwoon 'h e eXl'CUlive, 1~1-
i;l.live .mljuJ ,cia; 1mllS c( 80ye,..",· 

HoweYer, th"'" Wa> a mo", "",por' m~nt, the role porli.m~n' ,nd its 
,ant ~>C'" wh;- n~!lDt,.to", evomu_ m~Ti.d <i cum;,iU<e& piay ;n t>oldmg 
a lly .e,:lod or. 1116 on ip.tric,,~ well 1 0'larnm~nt .c.d pan,!> tal. \0 
of m~""u= ~o (C ord olf<'lnsr "" (l""r- aecounl the task c'!'th • ...:;on<! "C,",,"" 
cec.tr~li>"ion of pow or ~nd "",ur~ (,he ""Ii"""l cQund;' of pro,'ir.c".) to 
thac CO<ltrc~ ",,,,,h'ni,m •• ;"'~ c.r.. ""rw .. an odJitiona! oh~ck on l.~i>
[uHy monitc.ced, <opac>I<><\ ond ;ii. - lat ion ,nd i,"aj'~'a" d ;'~ovincbl 
per'..:!' _.~'. "_~". ,;TI,. ,ee",_,.",. -"'''"",oo,·c· ~ __ .,. ___ c 

r~. (1 ,--- . "I 
'--D ',0 f\,~ 
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i fil§ ~temll1@d flUiM liM §dll9d 
belief by all sides at the time that a 
stable and inclusive democracy 
would not be possible unless the vast 
majority of South Africans - whatev
er their political affiliation - believed 
that they had a real stake in the new 
order. 

For this to happen, there needed to 
be credible mechanisms in place to 
ensure t'i.at their basic rights as citi
zens were not ignored by the authori
ties or dealt with in a cavalier, incon· 
sistent and selective manner. 

Also, citizens in general had to be 
reassured that their tax monies were 
being utilised in an efficient and non
partisan manner. 

So it was that provision was made 
for a number of confidence-building, 
constitutionally enshrined and other 
statutory bodies to ensure that all cit
izens' rights were taken seriously, 
the abuse of state power was curbed 
and government was kept on its toes. 

These h,cluded t.l-J.e Human Rights 
Commission, the Commission for 
Gender Equality, the Commission for 
the Promotion and Protection ofllie 
Rights of Cultural, Religious and Lin
guistic Communities, the auditor
general, the public protector, the Pan 
South African Language Board, and 
various others. 

m atiUitibri;ifiM'e are a nUlH&i 6I 
more informal routines and tradi
tions - some home-grown, others bor
rowed from democracies elsewhere
designed to ensured that opposition 
parties playa significant role when it 
comes to lawmakers' watchdog and 
oversight functions. 

With all these checks and balances 
on the exercise of power, South 
Africa is on one level a textbook 
example of good governance and 
democratic systems. 

But all this flies in the face of the 
ANC's unwavering commitment to 
"democratic centralism", which has 
as its stated goal taking control of all 
parastatals, statutory bodies and 
strategically important civil society 
structures by the ruling party. 

The heady Prague Spring which 
followed the constitutional negotia
tions turned out to be relatively short
lived. The ruling party's decision to 
take control of the leadership of par
liament's most important watchdog 
conunittee, Scopa (t.~eStancling Com
mittee on Public Accounts) is but the 
most recent example of a steady 
march towards greater centralisation 
of power, authority and control. 

_Johnson is ajoT7T'.£r polittca.l edi
tor and assistant editor of the Cape 
Times. 
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SAPA, April 12, 2005: 

Mbeki promotes ombudsman system 

Johannesburg - The ombudsman system should be available to all people 
because it is a less expensive avenue than the normal justice system, 
President Thabo Mbeki said on Monday. 

"It is less expensive than the normal justice system, flexible and 
has a quick process to ensure that those in positions of authority 
perform their administrative functions in accordance with accepted 
and fair rules and procedures," Mbeki said at the opening of the 
general assembly of the African Ombudsman Association in 
Muldersdrift, west of Johannesburg. 

An ombudsman was easy to access, cheap to use and offered an 
opportunity to settle disputes in an amicable way. 

"While it is indeed not a court of law, its procedures and processes 
must be simple, understandable and accessible to all. The 
ombudsperson institution must act and be seen as an alternative 
structure for conflict resolution." 

Mbeki said there had been positive developments in Africa in recent 
years towards democracy, the rule of law and respect for people's and 
human rights. 

"Through the African Union, and specifically the African Human Rights 
Commission and the Peer Review Mechanism, we continue to strive to 
ensure that we assist one another, as Africans, to entrench 
democratic ideals and practice in all our countries and create free 
and open societies ... for the regeneration of our continent. 

"For us further to entrench democracy, we need institutions such as 
the Office of the Ombudsperson to be strong, efficient, effective and 
independent of any control or manipulation by both the public and 
private sectors." 

It was also important for an ombudsman to display, maintain and 
enhance African values and to recognise social and cultural 
diversities, Mbeki said. 

k~gola Press, April 12, 2005: 

Mbeki urges Ombudsperson institution to resolve conflicts 

Johannesburg, South Africa, 04/12 - South African President Thabo 
Mbeki has called on the Ombudsperson institution to act as an 
alternative structure for conflict resolution and be seen as one of 
the important agents of change on the continent. 

"Because its role is not merely to apportion blame, but rather to 
protect and promote the rights of citizens, it has the possibility to 
draw on the wealth of wisdom found in African traditional ways of 
conflict resolution. It is important that Ombudspersons should 
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display, maintain and enhance African values, while observing the 
social and cultural diversities of the people they serve," Mbeki told 
the African Ombudsman Association (AOA) meeting in Johannesburg 
Monday. 

He said the African Union, and specifically the African Human Rights 
Commission and the Peer Review Mechanism, will strive to ensure that 
democratic ideals are entrenched in member states. 

But he said, to entrench democracy, there is need for institutions 
such as the office of the Ombudsperson to be strong, efficient, 
effective and independent of any control or manipulation by both the 
public and private sectors. 

"The Ombud system should be easily within reach of the ordinary 
citizen. It is less expensive than the normal justice system, 
flexible and has a quick process to ensure that those in positions of 
authority perform their administrative functions in accordance with 
accepted and fair rules and procedures. The advantage of the 
institution of the Ombudsperson is that it is easy to access, cheap 
to use, and offers an opportunity to settle disputes in an amicable 
way," Mbeki said. 

And Mbeki who noted that some of the countries are having 
difficulties to keep their subscriptions fees current, warned that 
while it is important to seek other sources of funding for the 
institution of the Ombudsperson to function properly, member 
countries have to be careful that in the process of developing a 
donor-recipient relationship, they do not deviate from the objectives 
of serving the interests of the African people. 

He urged defaulting countries to be mindful of Africa~s history and 
reality, and contribute to the renaissance of the continent. 

"It is critical that we forge closer relations between the AOA and 
the AU structures such the Pan African Parliament (PAP), the African 
Human Rights Commission and the African Peer Review Mechanism. An 
attempt must be made to synchronise activities of the AU structures 
wi th those of the AOA". Univ
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BuaNews (Pretoria), April 11, 2005 : 

Ombudsman Should Help Entrench Democracy in Africa 

By Richard Mantu 
Pretoria 

President Thabo Mbeki says institutions such as the office of the 
ombudsman need to be efficient, free from manipulation and accessible 
to ordinary people. 

Speaking during the opening of the General Assembly of the African 
Ombudsman Association (AOA) in Johannesburg today, President Mbeki 
said the office of ombudsman should act and "be "seen as an 
alternative structure for conflict resolution." 

"For us further to entrench democracy, we need institutions such as 
the Office of the Ombudsperson to be strong, efficient, effective and 
independent of any control or manipulation by both the public and 
private sectors," he said. 

President Mbeki added that the ombud system should be within reach of 
the ordinary citizen, as it offered an opportunity to settle disputes 
in an amicable way, thus allowing parties to become joint owners of 
the end product. 

"While it is indeed not a court of law, its procedures and processes 
must be simple, understandable and accessible to all. The 
ombudsperson institution must act and be seen as an alternative 
structure for conflict resolution," he said. 

President Mbeki urged delegates to ensure that all African countries 
established such institutions to safeguard the freedoms of the 
citizens protect their rights. 

"Accordingly, we share a common task to take all possible steps to 
assist those countries that are still having difficulties in 
establishing these important organs," he said. 

President Mbeki said it was critical that African Union and its 
institutions forged closer rela~jons with the AOA. 

He also welcomed the news that the AOA has resolved that its research 
institute that previously located in Dar-es-Salaam be established 
within a South African university and arrangements are being made 
with the University of KwaZulu-Natal in this regard. 

"Because the main object and purpose of this university-based 
institution is to serve as a resource to the AOA, do research, and 
conduct the training of staff and personnel of Ombud offices, it is 
important that all of us give this institution the necessary 
support," he asserted. 

Copyright © 2005 BuaNews. All rights reserved. 
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The Star, April 12, 2005: 

'Ombudsman system must be accessible' 

The ombudsman system should be easily available to all people because 
it is a less expensive avenue than the normal justice system, 
according to President Thabo Mbeki. 

"It is ... flexible and has a quick process to ensure that those in 
positions of authority perform their administrative functions in 
accordance with accepted and fair rules and procedures," Mbeki said 
yesterday. 

He was speaking at the opening of the general assembly of the African 
Ombudsman Association (AOA) in Muldersdrift, west of Johannesburg. 

The ombudsman system was accessible, cheap and offered an opportunity 
to settle disputes in an amicable way. 

"While it is indeed not a court of law, its procedures and processes 
must be simple, understandable and accessible to all." 

"The institution must act and be seen as an alternative structure for 
conflict resolution." 

Mbeki said there had been positive developments in Africa in recent 
years regarding democracy, the rule of law and respect for people's 
and human rights. 

"Through the African Union, and specifically the African Human Rights 
Commission and the Peer Review Mechanism, we continue to strive to 
ensure that we assist one another, as Africans, to entrench 
democratic ideals and practice in all our countries and create free 
and open societies ... for the regeneration of our continent." 

The AOA plans to establish its research institute in South Africa, 
Mbeki announced yesterday. 

"I am told that the AOA has resolved that the research institute of 
the association that was previously located in Dar es Salaam should 
be established within a South African university and that 
arrangements are being made with the University of KwaZulu Natal in 
this regard," he said. 

Such an institute should have all the support it needed. - Sapa. 

© Star 2005. All rights reserved. 
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v. THE OMBUDSMAN ASSOCIATION CODE OF ETHICS 
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ASSOCIATION 

CODE OF ETHICS 

The ombudsman) as a designated neutral has the 

responsibility to maintain strict confidentiality 

concerning matters that are brought to his/her attention 

unless given permission to do otherwise. 

The only exceptions) at the sole discretion of the ombudsman) 

are where there appears to be imminent 

risk of serious harm. 

The ombudsman must take all reasonable steps 

to protect any records and files pertaining to 

confidential discussions from inspection by 

all other persons, including management. 

The ombudsrnan should not testifY in any formal judicial 
~ .: <!' 

or administrative hearing about concerns 

brought to his/her attention. 

When nttaking rec07nmendations, 

the ombuds71ttan has the responsibility to suggest actions 

or policies that will be equitable to all parties. 
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vi. THE OMBUDSMAN ASSOCIATION STANDARDS OF 
PRACTICE 
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ASS 0 C A T ION 

STANDARDS OF PRACTICE 

We adhere to The Ombudsman Association Code of Ethics. 

We base our practice on confidentiality. 

We assert that there is a privilege with respect to communication 
with the ombudsman and we resist testifYing in any formal process 

inside or outside the organization. 

We exercise discretion about whether to act upon a concern presented by 
an individual contacting the office. An ombudsman may initiate action 

on a problem he or she directly perceives. 

An organizational Ombudsman should report to the highest level of management 
(such as agency head, CEO, governing board, etc'), in a manner independent 

of ordinary line and staff functions and should not report to, nor have the 
appearance of reporting to, nor be structurally affiliated with, any 

compliance office of the organization. The Ombuds71zan should have direct 
access to the Board of Directors or other oversight body as appropriate. 

We remain an informal and off-the-record resource. Formal investigations -
for the purpose of adjudication - should be conducted by others. In the event 

that an ombudsman accepts a ;r;equest to conduct a formal investigation, 
a memo should be written to file noting this action-cas an exception to the 

-I------om----1budsman roZuuc investigations s JOU not e considered privileged 

We foster communication about the philosophy and function 
of the 07nbudsman's office with the people we serve. 

We provide feedback on trends, issues, policies and practices 
without breaching confidentiality or anonymity. We identifY new problems 

and we provide support for responsible s),stems change. 

\fie keep professional0! current and competent by pursuing 
continuing education and training relevant to the ombudsman profession. 

We will endeavor to be worth), of the trust placed in us. 

tiThe Orn\lud~m;1I1 fu~ocjali(Jn 
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